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Although the Maxwell equations govern the propagation of EM waves 

at all frequencies, the methods required to generate, direct, analyse 

and detect radiation differ from band to band. 

This thesis is concerned with the development and demonstration 

of 'Quasi-optical' techniques for millimetre wavelengths, which 

involve the propagation of Gaussian profiled beams a few wavelengths 

across, and the realization of a general circuit approach to mm-wave 

measurement. 

Gaussian beam-mode analysis, which is used in later chapters to 

understand propagation of quasi-optical beams, is reviewed in 

chapter 1. 

Chapter 2 outlines the design, manufacture and testing of 

corrugated feed horns which generate fundamental Gaussian beam-modes. 

The design and manufacture of lenses which control the spreading 

of the beams and directional couplers which provide desirable signal 

processing functions in quasi-optical circuits is discussed in 

chapter 3. Chapter 4 traces the development of a Faraday isolator 

which operates in free-space and can suppress unwanted reflections in 

quasi-optical circuits. Chapter 5 discusses a reusable circuit board 

upon which systems can be easily and quickly constructed. A null 

reflectometer built using quasi-optical components is outlined in 

chapter 6 and reflection measurements from lenses and horns 

presented. 

Chapter 7 describes a corrugated feed horn/lens antenna used in a 

balloon-borne nw-wave cosmic background experiment. Finally, Chapter 

8 demonstrates the use of quasi-optical components in a 115 GHz 

receiver circuit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The millimetre-wave region of the electromagnetic spectrum, 

between the microwave and infrared bands, is of growing interest to 

scientists and comminication engineers. In cosmology, measurements 

of the 3K microwave background at non wavelengths bear crucially on 

our knowledge of the very early stages of the big-bang universal 

expansion. In astronomy, mm-wave measurements are revealing the 

existence of massive cool clouds of gas and dust in interstellar 

space which are collapsing under gravitation to form new stars. In 

experiments on the magnetically confined plasmas of controlled 

nuclear fusion research (such as Euratom's JET project) electron 

cyclotron emission at mm wavelengths provides a major diagnostic 

tool. In communications engineering, inter-satellite communications, 

remote sensing of weather from space, and high resolution radar are 

among the applications for mm-waves currently being developed. This 

thesis is concerned with techniques for measurements at wavelengths 

from 3 mm to 1 mom which have relevance to each of the above fields of 

application. 

The mm region of the electromagnetic spectrum is an area in which 

neither the geometrical optical or "wave-directing", nor the micro- 

wave or "wave-guiding" techniques, work well. The size of conven- 

tional waveguide scales with wavelength; waveguide systems could in 

principle be built for frequencies above 75 GHS, but manufacturing 

problems when guides are less than 2 by 1 zm become extremely dif- 

ficult and optimum performance cannot be maintained. Geometrical 

optical systems in the IR have high efficiency but to maintain the 

integrity of the geometrical optical approach the components must be 

many wavelengths across and for the mm region this requirement would 

result in huge components. 
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This thesis is concerned with the development of techniques 

which involve both wave-directed and wave-guided propagation in a 

single system. The beams in free space are only a few wavelengths 

across, hence the term "quasi-optical". Close attention therefore 

has to be applied to the effects of diffractive spreading of the 

beams. Gaussian beam-mode analysis of diffractive spreading has 

previously been used in the contexts of the open resonators of gas 

lasers and of graded-index optical fibres. Gaussian beam-mode 

analysis has more recently been used in the development of a 

general circuit approach to quasi-optical measurement systems 

(Chapter 1). To realise this approach it was necessary to identify, 

design, and manufacture the following quasi-optical circuit campo- 

nents, and this is the main concern of the first part of the work 

described in this thesis. 

First, a component that generates a fundamental Gaussian 

beam-mode was essential. The second chapter is concerned with 

the development of corrugated feed horns which do this. The 

chapter covers the theory, construction and testing and use of 

such horns at am wavelengths. 

Secondly, lenses which control the spreading of the beams 

and directional couplers which, in combination, provide desirable 

signal processing functions, were required. These are described 

in Chapter 3. 

Thirdly a free-apace Faraday isolator has been developed and 

is described in Chapter 4. This component is important because 

coherent ma wave sources are prone to frequency destabilisation 

caused by reflections back into the source. 

Lastly there was a need to construct a reusable circuit 

board upon which systems could be easily and quickly constructed. 
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An idea based on a split brass cube which can hold both lenses 

and a polarizing directional coupler at the correct angles was 

adopted, and is outlined in Chapter S. A quasi-optical null 

reflectometer built using these split brass cubes is described in 

Chapter 6. 

The second part of this thesis is concerned with the demonstration 

of the use of quasi-optical circuits in two contexts: as a major 

component in a balloon-borne wave cosmic background experiment 

(Chapter 7) and as a major part of a 115 GHz receiver (Chapter 8). 

In the final chapter the efficacy of the quasi-optical circuitry 

developed in the course of the work described here is reviewed. 
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CHºPTER 1 

GAUSSIAN SEAM MODES AND QUASI-OPTICAL CIRCUITS 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter considers the problems associated with the develop- 

ment of systems operating in the millimetre-wave region, between the 

microwave and infrared bands. It outlines a quasi-optical approach 

to circuit design. The mathematical theory of Gaussian beam-mode 

analysis, which is used in subsequent chapters to design components, 

is reviewed. Finally the notion of quasi-optical signal-processing 

networks is discussed. 

Although the Maxwell equations govern the propagation of EK waves 

at all frequencies, the techniques required to generate, direct and 

detect radiation differ from band to band. Both the "wave-directing" 

geometrical optical technique used in the IR and the "wave guiding" 

microwave technique suffer from limitations when applied in the 

millimetre-wave band. Geometrical optical systems will be limited by 

diffraction. Consider a beam truncated by an aperture. Diffraction 

causes the angular spread of the beam to be greater on the emergent 

side by an amount of order ý`/a where x is the wavelength and a the 

linear dimension of the aperture. If a»A the effect is negligible, 

but if the aperture is only a few wavelengths across it cannot be 

ignored. Thus because the wavelength is small in the IR it is easy 

to construct components whose sizes are many wavelengths across and 

beams therefore do not suffer from significant diffractive spreading. 

However at mm wavelengths the equivalent components would be huge, 

and therefore cumbersome. 

In the microwave band, "waveguiding" techniques using conducting 

tubes or waveguides work well. It is often said that ohmic losses in 
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the walls of waveguides set a limit to the highest frequency at which 

waveguides can operate. If one scales all waveguide dimensions with 

wavelength, losses increase with the square root of the frequency. 

However, at millimetre wavelengths, the real limitation is in the 

practical problems of manufacturing waveguides, tuning plungers, and 

junctions, whose tnternaL surfaces need to be made to fractional tol- 

erances of better than 1%, when the waveguide size drops below 2 by 

1 mm. It is for this practical reason that waveguide techniques are 

not appropriate for nm-wave systems. 

The present work uses a technique called "quasi-optics" which 

tries to overcome the deficiencies in both the IR "wave-directing" 

and the microwave "waveguiding" methods. The technique is "quasi- 

optical" because the width of beams is only a few wavelengths across. 

These beams diffractively spread out as they propagate, but this dif- 

fraction is precisely controlled by lenses. The beams, whose pro- 

files are Gaussian in form, are generated and received by corrugated 

waveguide feed horns which taper down to short sections of waveguide 

to allow matching to low-impedance active devices such as detectors 

and sources. Since a mathematical theory of Gaussian beam-modes is 

used to understand the operation of quasi-optical components it is 

necessary first to review Gaussian beam-mode analysis. 

1.2 The propagation of Gussian beam-modes 

Kogelnik and Li [1.1] (see also the reviews by Goldsmith [1.2], 

Martin and Lesurf [1.3], Martin [1.4] or the books by Marcuse and 

Arnaud [1.5]) show that a solution of the time independent scalar 

wave equation 
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V2 4i+k2'{r-O (1.1) 

(where W is the amplitude of the scalar wave and the wavenumber 

k0 - w/c where 
? is the frequency of the wave) for a beam propa- 
2ir 

gating in the z-axis can be represented as a superposition of an 

orthogonal set of propagating Gaussian-Laguerre modes (cylindrical 

coordinate system) or Gaussian-Hermite modes (cartesian coordinate 

system), provided that the beam is a40 
paraxial in the sense that 

8z2 
is much smaller than 2 ko a 

and can therefore be neglected. 
ez 

Restricting ourselves to axially symmetrical solutions of the wave 

equation expressed in cylindrical coordinates 

1/22r2 r2 
W(r. z) -A 

1ý] 
Lp exp -i + 4)p e 

0Zw2 

Zq 
(1.2) 

where p-0,1,2,3 ..., and p(x) 
is a zero-order Laguerre poly- 

nomial, e. g. 

&(x) 
- 1, &-(x) 

-1-x, 

L3(x) -6- 18x + 9x2 - x3. 

The parameter q is given by 

11 2i 

qRk W2 0 

L2(x) -2- 4x + x2 and 

(1.3) 

where R is the radius of curvature of the equiphase surface, and 

w is a measure of the width of the mode in the xy plane. The 

second parameter mp is a phase-slippage associated with the non- 

planar phase front of the beam. R, W and 4o are dependent on z, 

specifically: 

R (z-zo) 1+ 1, 

2 
Z 

(1.4) 
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W2 sAÖ 
[1 

+ z2, 

*p = (2p+1) tanl z (1.6 ) 

Here z is the reduced (dimensionless) distance to the beamwaist, 

i. e. the xy plane in which the beam has its minimum size: it is 

defined by 

A (z -zo) 
z 

nw2 0 

(1.7) 

where zo and 
öW 

are the values of z and w at the beamwaist (the 

wavelength A is 2a/k 
0, 

i. e. 27c/w) 

From given values of W, R and 4p in one xy plane, one can 

easily calculate the values in any other xy plane. Note especially 

that R and W do not depend on the mode number p, but mp does. 

(Figure la displays R and W as a function of z-zo. ) 

Dividing (1.5) by (1.4) and substituting (1.7) gives the useful 

relation for any xy plane 

W2 " 

--_ZR 
it 

which can be used to express Wa and z-z0 in terms of W and Rs 

W2 W; 2 

0 (i+(r! )2) 

Z-Z =R 
0 

2 

11 + 
51 j 

f (1.9) 

(1.10) 
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Although 4(r, z) is a solution to the scalar wave equation, 

it can be used to represent orthogonal components of electromag- 

netic vector fields propagating with the same paraxial assumptions. 

Indeed the electric and magnetic conponents of any vector solution 

to Maxwell's equations must satisfy the scalar wave equation. 

Appropriate combinations of the electric field components then 

ensure that V. E - O. 

One can therefore represent the transversely polarized E field 

components of any coherent (single frequency) propagating electro- 

magnetic wave by 4, (r, z) multiplied by an appropriate complex coef- 

ficient. Suppose we use a cartesian coordinate system. Then let 

Ex-A '+(r, z ), EY-B y(r, z), where A and B are amplitude 

coefficients. Then for an x polarised wave A- Eo, B-0 and 

similarly for ay polarized wave, B- E0 and A-0. Diagonally 

polarized waves are given by A-B- Eo/, /2. Other linearly polar- 

ized waves are given by appropriate real combinations of A and B, 

elliptical polarizations require complex values of A and B. For 

example, a circularly polarized wave is given by A- E0/ß(2, 

B- iE0/v/2. 

The integral of 'V(r, z) W (r, z) over any cross-sectional plane 

is proportional to the power carried by the beam and is the same 

CO 2 
for all z, equal to 

pr 
AP indicating that power is conserved as 

the beam propagates. We shall hereon call any of the modes 

represented by equation 1.2 simply a Gaussian beam-mode. 

1.3 Beam confinement 

One immediate advantage of representing a paraxial beam as 

a super-position of independently propagating Gaussian beam-modes 

is that it is easy to determine the effect of placing an ideal lens 

on the axis of the beam; it causes a discrete change in the radius 
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of curvature of the phase front of each mode but without disturbing 

the amplitude distribution over the cross-section. 

e 
(1RJ 1-1, (1.11) 
Lf 

where f is the focal length of the lens. It is therefore possible 

to determine W2 and z2, the size and position of the waist of the 

beam emerging from a lens of a given power, provided the beam size 

WI and phase radius of curvature R1 of the incoming beam at the 

lens are known. See Fig. lb. 

1.4 Maximum throw of Gaussian beam-modes 

The following result from Gaussian beam-mode analysis, derived 

by Martin [1.6], is important in the design of quasi-optical circuits: 

if the beam width at a lens is W, there is no choice of focal length 

that would give a beam waist at a distance from the lens greater than 

"/2A. One can prove this result by differentiating (1.10) with 

respect to R and equating the RHS to zero. This result means that 

the maximum distance of propagation from the lens before the beam 

diverges beyond the width W is uW2/A To achieve this maximum throw, 

the focal length should be euch that the radius of curvature of the 

beam as it leaves the lens is IW2/h and, for this critical condition, 

the beamwaist will be ö- W/12 and the distance between lens and 

beam-waist will correspond to z-1. If the incident and emergent 

beams at a lens are both maximum-throw beams of width W at the lens, 

the radii of curvature of the incident and emergent beams will both 

be equal to *'W2 /, \ and the focal length of the lens will therefore be 

n% l, \. Thus the beaus--waists for the incident and emergent beams are 

both at a distance f from the lens. 
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This result applies not only to the fundamental but to all 

Gaussian beam-modes because W and R are the same for all modes having 

the same beamwaist ö. It is, however, necessary to consider the 

relative phases of the different modes. In a maximum-throw lens 

train, the mode of mode-number p will suffer a phase-slip 2(2p+l)n/4 

between successive lenses. Thus, with a chain comprising an even 

number of lenses, even and odd Gaussian beam-modes suffer phase 

changes differing by 1800, while for an odd number of lenses, all 

modes will suffer the same phase change (modulo 21r). The latter 

condition is helpful but it must be noted that additional phase- 

slippages will occur between the lenses and feed horns at the ends of 

the train which, in general, will not be multiples of 7/4, Because 

there is such a phase slippage, the input and output horns may not be 

ideally coupled by a lens train. The problem of evaluating the 

coupling is pursued further in Chapter 2. 

In quasi-optical circuits the lenses must be sufficiently large 

that beam-truncation and consequent mode-mixing is kept below accep- 

table limits. For a beam containing only low-order Gaussian beam- 

modes, the power falls away rapidly for r>W. For example, for a 

fundamental mode, the power outside a circle of diameter 3W is 20 dB 

down on the total power. The effect of truncation of a beam at an 

aperture is mode conversion to higher order Gaussian beam-modes which, 

being non-paraxial, will not follow the intended paths through the 

system and will be lost. The Geometric Theory of Diffraction (GrD) 

indicates that the power lost in this way will not exceed that falling 

outside a circle approximately one wavelength less than the aperture 

in radius. We have therefore adopted the value 3W for the diameter D 

of lenses used in the quasi-optical circuits developed in later 

chapters. I,, the maximum-throw distance between lenses, is then 
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2 [] 
2f (1.12) 

This relation is the starting point for the calculations of the size 

of the split-cube circuit components described in Chapter S. 

1.5 Quasi-optical networks 

The previous section has discussed linear propagation of Gaussian 

beam-modes whose diffractive spreading is controlled by lenses. 

It is possible to construct directional couplers using polarizing wire 

grids (Chapter 3). Beams can easily be split and combined in varying 

amplitudes and polarizations. The utility to split and combine beams 

allows the construction of multi-port networks. The effect of a net- 

work can be completely described by a scattering matrix which (1.7] 

relates the output from the network to the input signals to it. 

The microwave circuit designer has available a range of waveguide 

components, such as Hybrid T's, EN tuners, isolators and directional 

couplers, from which to construct circuits. The action of each 

component is well known and it is possible to design circuits by 

considering only the effect of each component: knowledge of its 

internal workings is not necessary. This is possible because the 

effect of a component in a circuit can also be completely described 

by a scattering matrix. The effect of an interconnected set of com- 

ponents can be calculated by simple matrix algebra. 

It in a central proposition of this thesis that waveguide 

components have quasi-optical analogues. For example, the analogue 

of a straight piece of waveguide is a correctly formed train of lenses. 

A plane mirror set at 45° to an oncoming beam is equivalent to a 90° 

waveguide bend. Polarising grids serve as directional couplers. 

A quasi-optical isolator can be made using two correctly fixed polar- 

icing wire grids and an impedance-matched piece of suitable Ferrite 
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placed at a beam-waist. A 'building block' approach to the assembly 

of a system similar to that used by microwave engineers is therefore 

possible using quasi-optical components at sm wavelengths. The 

benefits of such an approach will be considerables knowledge and 

experience of waveguide system design will be directly transferable 

to the sum region. The extent to which this approach has been realised 

is reviewed in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CORRUGATED BORNS 

2.1 Introduction 

The theory and design of waveguide-fed corrugated horns which launch 

and receive Gaussian beam-modes are presented in this chapter and the 

manufacture and testing of horns described. 

The chapter. starts with a consideration of previous work on the propa- 

gation and excitation of modes in corrugated waveguide, especially in 

relation to their field characteristics (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). An under- 

standing of these modes is a prerequisite to the understanding of why 

corrugated horns can generate fields in their apertures which couple 

well to low order Gaussian beam-modes. 

Use is then made of the dispersion equation to show that the HE11 mode 

in a corrugated guide with a large radius has an axially symmetric plane 

polarized E field distribution over a wide frequency band (Section 2.4). 

The coupling of this field to Gaussian beam-modes is then derived 

(Section 2.5). Just under 98% of the power radiated from a corrugated horn 

is found to be in the fundamental mode. Corrugated horns are therefore 

almost ideal for launching and receiving fundamental Gaussian beam-modes. 

To illustrate the power of the Gaussian beam-mode approach to the under- 

standing of corrugated horns, the antenna patterns of horns are obtained 

using an analysis in terms of Gaussian beam-modes and these are compared 

with patterns produced using the standard Fresnel integral method. The 

Gaussian beam-mode method is also used to predict the phase centres of 

horns and the maximum coupling between them. 

The work done to manufacture such corrugated horns is then outlined 

in Section 2.6. For this, the facilities at Thomas Keating Ltd. for the 

manufacture of high precision moulds and press tools were made available to 

us. 
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Finally, a microprocessor-driven antenna range which was designed and 

assembled to measure the antenna patterns of horns is described and the 

patterns obtained with both smooth and corrugated horns are presented 

as 2D contour plots. They confirm the expectation, based on the analysis 

referred to above, that corrugated horns produce axially symmetrical 

patterns with low sidelobes and near-Gaussian forms. 

2.2 Modes in corrugated waveguide 

We start by su mºarising the results of the work of Clarricoats [2.1] 

and others [2.2) who investigated theoretically the propagation of modes in 

cylindrical corrugated guide having infinitely thin fins and a pitch much 

smaller than the wavelength of forward propagation in the guide. We show 

that their results do not depend critically on the depth of the 

corrugations. 

It is found that the fields of the forward propagating modes can be 

represented as superpositions of the TE and Zvi fields which separately 

are the modes of propagation in smooth circular guide. In smooth guide the 

TE and TH fields propagate separately (with different values of the 

forward propagation vector p). In corrugated guide the true modes are 

inseparable superpositions with well defined 13 and are often called hybrid 

modes. 

Writing y for the relative amplitudes of the TE and TH-like components 

of the 'hybrid' mode, omitting the phase factor ei(wt+m4-i3z), the electric 

and magnetic field components obtained in [2.2] are as followss 

In the region rca (see Fig. 2a), 

EZ in i 
m(kcr) 

(2. la) 81 

Hz =-_y ý(kcr) (2. lb) 
Z 
0 
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kJ (k r) 
E '-i 

° p" J(kr)+ym mc 
rmekr 

cc 

kJ (k r) 
E* _0m p1 mc+y Jm (kcr) 

kc kcr 

Jkr () 
H -- 

0 
[t3"YJ0(k 

r)+mm 
c 

r z0 kc mc kcr 

I 

f 

Jk r) k( 
H -i 

0 
mßv mc +J, (k r) 

kc kcr mc T0 

(2. ic) 

(2.1d) 

(2. le) 

(2.1f) 

Here kc is a parameter whose value is to be chosen to satisfy boundary 

conditions at r-a and r-b (see below) and can be regarded as a 

transverse wave-vector, 

m is the azimuthal mode number, 

p" = 
A/ko 

where k0 m /c, and p is the forward wave-vector, 

A2= k2 - k2 

z0 is the impedance of free space, 

im(x) are Bessel functions of the 1st kind, 

and ' indicates differentiation with respect to x. 

In the region atr4b, 

B =c rJ(kr)Y(kb)-Y(kr)J(kb)1 
zmm0mom0m0 

C 
i- rJ'(kcr) 

m(kob) - Y' (kor)Jý(kob ) 
Z 

0 

m 
gr--rE 

Z Zk0 
,0 

EýxErr48Zau0 , 

I 

I 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

(2.2c) 

(2"2d) 
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where cm is an amplitude coefficient determined by the boundary conditions 

and YM(x) are Bessel functions of the 2nd kind. No E, and Ercomponents 

are permitted because of the presence of the fins. 

Boundary conditions on the fields at the surfaces of the guide 

are used to give the values of the unknown parameters y and kc . 

As E4) -0 at r-a then, from 2. ld 

mß' J(ka) 
c (2.3) 

kca J'm(kca) 

The condition that EZ and if be continuous at r-a requires that ko 
40 

satisfy the dispersion equation: 

J' (k a) c ka 
ý(k a) ý 

(m3' )2 J(kca ) 

kca J'm(kca) 

(kca)l z0 

k0 slot 
(2.4) 

J (k a)Y (k b) -J (k b)Y (k a) 
where Xmemomom0Z 

slot J'm(kca)Ym(k0b) - Jm(kö )Ym(k0a) o 

slot is the input surface impedance of the slots, seen from the 

the waveguide. 

We now consider the special case of the fElN mode - i. e. the mode whose 

azimuthal mode number m-1 and whose y-value is positive. To reduce 

mathematical complexity we further restrict the analysis to the case where 

y is +1. The condition for this to be the case is examined in Section 2.4 

below. Then from equation (2.1), putting y- +1 and m-1, and introducing 

the constant part elmlb of the phase factor we have 

EZ - J1(kcr) Cos (2.5a) 

Hz =1 Jl(kýr) Sý (2.5b) 
Z 

0 
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k J1(kýr) 
Er i0[p, J, 1(kýr) +] Cos $ 

k kcr 
I (2.5c) 

k J(kr) 
E, $ - i° Ipº 1c+ 

JºI(kcr)] Sin co 
kc kCr 

Hr --ik° [p' Jj (kcr) + 
Jl(kcr) 

] Sin 
ö kc kcr 

ö 
. 
Jl(kcr) 

Zk 
[Q 

kr+J 1(kcr)] Sin m 

0cc 

0 

These can be more usefully expressed in rectangular coordinates: 

k 
Ex --i° ((13'+l) J0(kcr) - (13'-1) J2(kcr) Cos 24] 

2k 
c 

--iO E (-ß0+1) J2(kcr) Sin 2$ 
2k 

c 

(Z. 5d) 

(2.5e) 

(2.5f) 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

H-i (-p'+l) J (k r) Sin 24 (2.60) 
xZ2k2c 

oc 

k 
H, io [(13'+l) Jo(kcr) + (p'-I) J2(kc 

o 

r) Cos 2$] (2.6d) 
Z2 kc 

if now p' is taken to be close to unity, as it will be in a corrugated 

guide whose reduced diameter is large (say koa > 5), then the E field 

of the HE mode is 

Es(r) or J0(kcr) y(r) -0r4a (2.7) 
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The boundary condition that there be no radial E field at r-a 

ensures that. ca for an NEIN mode is equal to the Nth zero of the 

first order Sessel function. In particular for HEill kca - 2.405. 

The HE11 mode is of special importance to us. First, it can be 

seen that in the xy cross-section it is plane-polarized (i. e. Ey - 0) 

at every point. Secondly, the modulus of the E in the cross-section 

depends only on distance from the axis, i. e. is axially symmetric. 

(Note that we will have to examine the conditions in which y is 

indeed + 1: see Section 2.4. ) 

2.3 Excitation of the HE11 mode 

We must now consider how the HE11 mode in corrugated guide can be 

excited. Sources such as IMPAZT"s are conventionally mounted in 

rectangular waveguide. A transition is therefore required to convert 

a rectangular TEll mode to a circular corrugated HEll mode. 

This is done in two sections [2.1]. First the rectangular guide is 

conventionally tapered to circular guide. Secondly, this circular guide 

is juxtaposed directly with a corrugated transition section as shown in 

Fig. 2b. The guide dimensions are determined by the need for only the 

desired 19E11 mode to propagate. The guide radius and slot depth are 

chosen to ensure that the guide is single model over as wide a bandwidth 

as possible about the design centre frequency. (The conditions for the 

guide to be single moded are discussed in Appendix I. ) The forward 

wave vector j3 in the corrugated section is also to be well-, matched to that 

in the smooth circular section. It is worth noting that the HE11 mode is 

not balanced at this point, i. e. y ;d1. 

Machining tolerances are aast exacting in the transition section. 

Flaws in the form of the fins will make a horn highly attenuating and give 

it a poor antenna pattern. However, with care, the transition can be made 

to work well as will be seen when we present results of measurements on 
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horns using a null reflectomer in Chapter 6. They indicate that very 

little mismatch occurs in the transition. 

2.4 Corrugated horn design 

A desirable characteristic of conical horn antennas is that power 

radiated should be concentrated in an axially symmetrical beam. The 

antenna designer aims to achieve these characteristics over as wide a band- 

width as possible. The condition for a horn to generate an axially 

symmetrical beam is that the field on the aperture be axially symmetric. 

We have seen that this is the case for a corrugated horn excited with 

the HE11 mode when the guide dimensions are such that y-1. We now 

consider the design of a horn formed from tapered waveguide. Such horns 

have been treated by [2.1] and [2.2]. The guide is slowly tapered up 

from the transition and the slot depth reduced to a depth'at which Zslot 

is close to co, where y-+1. A slow taper is used (5° half-angle) to 

ensure that higher modes are not generated in the wider ports of the guide 

where they can propagate. Our objective here is to find the condition 

for y to be close to unity over as wide a bandwidth as possible. 

Recalling that 

m A' ý(kca) 

kca J' (kca) 
m 

(2.3 bis) 

This equation for y can be combined with the dispersion relation in 

equation 2.4 to give a value for y in terms of the slot impedance: 

2z 
ýt W' 

(k 
c 

a) 
o (2.8) 

koa Xslot 

When the reduced waveguide is large (koa 3,5) the asymptotic expansion 

of Xglot is 
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X 
Lim 

k a-oo 
Blot tan kö (2.9) 

0z 0 

where d-b-a, the depth of the slot. 

For y to equal unity the RHS of equation (2.9) must be vanishingly 

small. For large values of k0 a we have shown that for the HE11 mode, 

kca - 2.405 if y-1. Taking this value of kca, a computer program 

was written to generate values of y as a function of reduced frequency 

of corrugated waveguide. The reduced frequency is the frequency 

divided by the frequency for Zslot - co. Fig. 2c shows results from 

these calculations for two values of 0a as a parameter. 

The results are consistent with the use of the value 2.405 for kca. 

The large bandwidth observed in Fig. 2c ensure that horns with large 

apertures perform well over a wide frequency range. It also relaxes 

the machining tolerances required at the aperture. In practice the 

useful bandwidth is determined therefore not by the need to have y 

close to 1 at the aperture, but by the range of frequency over which 

the transition will excite only the IE11 mode (see Appendix I). 

Fig. 2d gives details of the complete horn antenna provided by 

considerations set out in this and the preceding section. 

2.5 Gaussian beam-mode analysis of the operation of corrugated horns. 

This thesis is based on the view that paraxial propagation is best 

analysed using Gaussian beam-modes. We therefore now proceed to apply 

Gaussian beam-mode theory, reviewed in Chapter 1, to the analysis of rad- 

iation from the aperture of corrugated horns. A surprising result from 

the analysis is that almost 98% of the power radiated from corrugated horns 

lies in the fundamental Gaussian beam-mode. 

Consider a conical corrugated horn placed along the Z axis of a 

Cartesian co-ordinate system so that the aperture of the horn lies in the 

XY plane. Suppose the horn is excited with an X axis polarized XE11 made, 
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under balanced hybrid conditions [2.1], [2.2]. Using the results of 

section 2.2 (Equations 2.7), but adding a phase term to allow for the 

curvature of the phase front of the conical waveguide section, the time 

independent factor of the E field in the aperture is (see Fig. 2e) 

T -i ör2/(2 Rc ) 
X(r) - o(kcr) ea Ey(r) -0 (2.10) 

where r2 = x2 + y2 , 

k 
2.405 

c with a the aperture radius , 
a 

k- w/c 
0 

=J (x') if x'< 2.405 , 
JTT(x, ) 0 

-0 otherwise, 

R 
ca = Radius of curvature of equiphaze surface, centred at the 

cone apex. 

We now expand the Ex component of the field in terms of an orthogonal set 

of Gaussian-Laguerre functions following an approach first taken by Aubry 

and Bitter [2.3]. We wish to determine the coefficients Ap in the 

expansion 

2 2/W2 
J' (kor) £ AP Lp 

2r er (2.1]. ) 

where p-0,1,2,3 ...., Lp is the zero order Laguerre polynomial and W 

is as yet an arbitrary constant. 

We know that 

ao 

Jo I 
2r2 Zr2 

e 
2r2 

2nrdr =2 8N (2.12) 

0Ww4 

Thus multiplying equation (2.11) by I; 
I2r2 

e 
r2 2wr 
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and integrating with respect to r gives 

2 
_-2 

A 
_ßr92 N JTT (kcr) LN 0 2r r 2wrdr - 

0W2 

so since J0(kor) -0 for kor > 2.405, i. e. r>a 

a 

/) ° 2r 
e_r 

2 
rdr NJ 

(2.405 
2 

A_ 
4 

W; 2 o 
ýi 

W 

Substitute r- au to give 

(2.13) 

I 

(2.14) 

1 
4 

Jo(2.405u) I 
[_2u2__1 

e-u2/(w/a 
)2 

udu (2.15) 

(W/a )2 (W/a )Z 

W/a is still an arbitrary constant. However, as we are interested in 

finding as simple a description of the fields generated by corrugated horns 

as possible, it makes sense to minimise the number of significant modes. 

This idea leads us to choose a value of W/a which maximises the power in 

the fundamental mode. This is a different criterion from that used by 

Aubry and Bitter who maximised the power contained in the sum of the modes 

under consideration. The fraction of the power in the first mode is 

given by: 

uo 

A2 er 
2/W2 

21rrdr 
0 

0 

la 
(Jö (kor )2) 21rrdr 

0 

nA2W 
s0 (2.16) 

a 
2 lr (iT ( kor )2) rdr 

0 

However we know from [2.4] that 

x 2 
2 J 

Im 
2 

(i)x 
2 

JM 
+1(kx) 

(2.17) 
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so 

(Sr(rdr 2w (JT 
ý 

0a 

a) i ff a2 11 (kc 

IT a2 i(2.405 ) 

Thus the fraction of the power in the fundamental mode is given by 

ý2 
2 

n0 _, 
i2(2.405) 

whence substituting for Ao from (2.15), since I, ö 1 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

TIo(W /a) = 5.9292 (a/W) 21 
J0 (2.405u) e-u 

2 
/(w/a) 

2 
udu 

2 

(2.20) 

0 

The maximum value of n( w/a ), when e*1/a( qT/a )-0, is found by 

numerical approximation to be 

w 
0.6435 . (2.21) 

a 

Using this value of W/a, equation (2.15) then generates the amplitude Ap 

given in Fig. 2f. i. Following (2.19) the fraction of the total power 

in the higher modes is given by 

A2 W 
P 

TIP 

a2 12(2.405) 

which with the above value of W/a becomes 

Il - 0.76726 A2 

(2.22) 

The values calculated from Fig. 2f. i using this relation are given 

in Fig. 2f. ii. The coefficients in Fig. 2f are the same for all 
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i ii 

A0 - 1.12972 P0 - 0.9792 

Al -- 0.00008 P1 4.90 x 10 9 

A2 -- 0.13757 P2 = 1.45 x 10 
2 

A3 = - 0.04923 P3 = 1.86 x lc ; -3 

A4 - 0.02228 P4 = 3.81 x 10 
4 

A5 - 0.03887 P5 = 1.16 x 10 
3 

A6 - 0.02276 P6 = 3.97 x 10 
4 

A7 - 0.00014 P7 = 1.50 x 10 
8 

A8 = - 0.01437 P8 = 2.33 x 10 
4 

A9 - - 0.01742 P9 = 2.33 x 10 4 

A10 - - 0.01209 P10 = 1.12 x 10 4 

Figure 2f : Unnormalised amplitude, and normalised power coefficients 

for the Gaussian-Laguerre beam-mode expansion of the 

field at corrugated feed horns. 
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narrow flare-angle corrugated horns operating under balanced hybrid 

conditions regardless of dimensions. 

We can now make use of propagating Gaussian beam-modes, which have been 

shown in chapter 1 to be solutions to the scalar wave equation, to derive 

the field propagating from, or received by, a horn. The propagation of 

each mode from the aperture of the horn to the far field is calculated. 

The magnitude of each mode is given by the Gaussian-Laguerre expansion of 

the field in the aperture. The contributions from each mode are then 

summed at the point of interest. 

First the values of the beam parameters R, W, mp are determined 

at the cap of the horn. Equation (2.21) is used to give the beam size 

from the aperture size. The curvature R 
cap 

is determined directly from 

the aperture size and length extended cone. Values of 40, at z-z 0, 
o 

are chosen to ensure that there is no phase slippage between the modes at 

the cap (z - z1). Thus, at z- zl , 

Wl = (0.6435 )2 S2 

Rl Reap 

Opt 

Then, using (1.8 ) 

k 2 
o 

z s a 
1 2 R1 

F 

Let us introduce a parameter 

k a2 
y=o 

2R 
cap 

k0 (0.6435) 2 
a2 

2R 
cap 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 
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which is equal to the total phase change over the aperture plane, between 

the axis and r-a. Then (2.25) becomes 

2 
zl (0.6435) M (2.28) 

Second, these values are used to find the beam parameters at the 

imaginary beam-waist inside the throat of the horn, where, by definition, 

W-ö and z- zo. Using (1.5), (1.4), (1.6) and (1.7), and 

remembering that the phase slippage 40 p 
has been chosen to be zero on 

the cap, 

W; 
z 

0s.. 
(2.29) 

+z 
2 

i 
(0.6435) 

2 
a2 

(2.30) 

1+(0.6435) N2 

R0m (2.31) 

do p- -(2p+l) tan zl . (2.32) 

-(2p+]. ) tan 
1 

(0.6435) 2m, 
(2.33) 

z-0 (2.34) 
0 

Third, these values are used to deduce the beam parameters at the 

near or far-field position required, say z2 s 

2n 
W2 ö[l+ z2] (2.35) 2 
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(0.6435)2 a2 [1 +z 
91 

2 
2] 

(2.36) 

(1+(0.6435) 4 
142 ) 

R2 - (zý-zo) 
1+12 (2.37) 

z2 

ßp2 (2p + 1) 
[tan1 

z2 - tan1 (0.6435 )2KJ (2.38) 

The field 4, (r, z2) is then derived by substituting these beam parameters 

for z2 into equation (1.2). The phase term in W(r, z2) associated with 
ik z 

the phase front curvature, and the e0 term are common to all modes; 

they do not contribute to y(r, z2) 4*(r, z2) and they have therefore been 

omitted from the equations for *º(r, z2) below. 

To illustrate the use of Gaussian beam-mode analysis, the far-field 

antenna pattern is now derived. In the far-field: 

z2 - OD (2.39) 

22 "2 
ý2 -ö ZZ (2.40) 

4 
(z2 - z0) 

2 

- J, (2.41) 

k2 (0.6435) 
2 

a2 

1+(0.6435) 4H2 

R2 - (Z2 - zo) (2.42) 

and 

*p2 - (2p+1) 
[Ir/2 

- tan -I (0.6435) 2 
MI . (2.43) 
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Let e be the angle of boresight, i. e. 

tan e-r 
z2-z0 

(2.44) 

and F be the far-field distance. Then substituting (2.41), (2.42), 

(2.43) and (2.44) into equation (1.2) gives 

1/2 

OD k2 a2 k2a2tan20 
V0) -EpA 

[2? 22(1«0.6435)4M2) 

o 

2(1+(0.6435) 4 
M2) 

(0.6435)2 
(0.6435) 

k2a2tan20 
[hhi2_tan_l( 10 

ei( 2 p+1) 0.6435)2M] . 
4(1+(0.6435)4N2 ) 

(0.6435)'* 

(2.45) 

Normalised far-field antenna patterns for narrow-flare angle horns, 

evaluated using the Gaussian-Laguerre expansion are plotted in Figs. 2g 

and 2h. In both cases the parameter is M/2ir. Fig. 2g gives the pat- 

tern for horns with a small phase change over the aperture (M/2ir 4 0.4) as 

a function of kaa sin e. The patterns of these horns are sensitive to 

frequency changes. 

Fig. 2h gives the pattern for horns with a large phase change over 

the aperture as a function of 6/eo where 0o is the half flare angle of the 

horn. The pattern of these horns is frequency insensitive. 

It is instructive to compare the plots with similar plots made by 

Thomas [2.51, Figs. 2 and 6. The plots are almost indistinguishable. 

(Note that the parameter N/2n is that denoted a by Thomas. ) 

It should be stressed that the method of analysis can be applied to 

calculating antenna patterns in the near field as well. For example, 
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Pig. 2. i shows a pattern a born for which koa - 10 and i4/2n - 0.1. The 

plane of interest is taken at z-1 from the virtual beam waist inside the 

horn (see equation (1.7)). The distance from the axis is given in units of 

(z2 zo). 

The Gaussian-Laguerre technique provides a simple insight into the 

position of the far-field phase centre. The far-field centre is the 

same for all the modes and occurs at the virtual beamwaist found inside 

the throat of the horn. (See Fig. 2d. ) 

From (1.10), noting that at the aperture R(z) - Roap and z=z1, 

R 
zl-zo 

cap (2.46) 

IAR2 1+ cap 

nw 
cap 

W2 is the beamsize at the aperture, but from (2.21) we have 
cap 

w2 
- (0.6435)2 a2. Substituting (2.21) and (2.26) into (2.46) we have 

the ratio T of the phase centre-apex distance to aperture - apex 

distance as 

T- 1- 
1 

va 
211,2 

12, 11 + 

n(O. 6435) 
2a2 

I (2.47) 

which reduces to 

1 
(2.48) 

1+6.769(! 4/2iº )2 
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This function is plotted in Fig. 2j and can be compared with a 

similar plot given by Thomas [2.5], (Fig. 3). The Gaussian beam-mode 

technique provides a value of T which asymptotically tends to zero as M is 

increased, i. e. wide flare-angled horns have their phase centres at 

their apices. The analysis by Thomas [2.5] does not give this result. 

Using the Fresnel expansion and deriving the phase centre by minimising the 

rms phase error between the -12dB points of his antenna patterns has the 

result that, for K/2n > 0.7, T becomes negative. This would indicate 

that the phase centre moves behind the apex of the horn. 

The accuracy of the Gaussian-Laguerre method will come into question at 

large angles from boresight. The expansion of the field on the cap in 

terms of Gaussian-Laguerre functions will remain valid but the modes 

propagating from the waist do not satisfy the paraxial approximation. 

The approach should work well at least to half-angles of about 1 radian 

(1.2]. The fact that the antenna patterns are based on the expansion of 

the Ey field further limits their range of application to angles smaller 

than a quarter of a radian from boresight: the full antenna pattern should 

be based on the vector field E, and not just Ey. At small angles from 

boresight the paraxial approximation PEI y is valid. However, at large 

angles this no longer applies. 

Power in millimetre wave systems often has to be coupled from one 

source horn, through a chain of processing components (such as polarising 

grids) into a detector horn. For example, in a superheterodyne receiver, 

local oscillator (LO) power must be transmitted from a source, such as 

a klystron or DWAZT, through a diplexer, and into a detector. 

Gaussian-Laguerre techniques can be used to predict the coupling 

possible between the two feed horns. As a simple came consider two 

identical horns. Let them lie on the z axis (Fig. 2k). It is well known 

that the coupling between two antennas is given by the integral of the 

product of the normalised E field antenna pattern of one, and the complex 
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conjugate of the normalised E field antenna pattern of the other, over any 

surface between them. For simplicity, we choose to integrate over the 

plane perpendicular to the z axis and equidistant from both horns. 

The field generated by both horns will have the form (see 

equation (1.2)) 

cc 2 
1/2 

0 
2r2 ko r2 

pno 
Ap2 exp -i + "p2 e ik0Z2 

ýY(r. z2) 

iw2 W2 2ß2 (2.49) 

where z2 is the plane of integration. The beam parameters are evaluated 

using the procedure outlined in the section on the far-field antenna 

pattern. 

As the two horns are identical then, using the fact that the 

Gaussian-Laguerre functions are orthogonal, the modes in the coupling 

integral can be treated independently. Only the phase terms in equation 

(2.49) will affect the coupling. 

Now consider the effect of placing an "ideal" lens in the central 

plane. By "ideal" is meant that the lens has no effect other than 

to perfectly match the spherical phase fronts of the Gaussian-Laguerre 

beam modes of both horns in the integration plane. Thus the only factor 

that precludes perfect coupling is the differential phase slippage between 

the modes. Now the phase slippage mp between the lens plane and the 

horn aperture plane for the Gaussian-Laguerre beam modes is given by 

(2p + 1) tan-1 

1º 

- tan 

Az 

(2.50) 
p [2j 

2 
ffw ftv 00 

where p is the mode number. 

Thus the fraction of power coupled from one horn to the other is 

given by 
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* 
i24b 

N(z2) 
E*e 

i2mM(s2) 
1/2 

E AN %e 
1ýiý 

(2.51) 
CD 

where N, M and K-0,1,2,3..... 

The maximum efficiency is plotted against fundamental mode phase 

slippage between the horn aperture and the lens ( Fig. 21). Perfect 

efficiency occurs when the slippage between the horn aperture and lens for 

the fundamental mode equals 0 or 1r/2. A slippage of zero occurs if the two 

horns are directly juxtaposed. A slippage of it/2 occurs only in the far- 

field and only in the special case that the horn has no phase change 

across the cap (a "waveguide" horn). The coupling losses are not serious, 

at maximum only 0.15 dB. This is in most cases insignificant compared 

with losses caused in real systems by beam truncation and non-ideal lenses. 

2.6 The manufacture of Corrugated Horns 

A design for the internal form of a waveguide fed corrugated horn is 

shown in Fig. 2d. Corrugated horns for frequencies in the microwave 

region have previously been manufactured [2.6]. At microwave wavelengths 

the slot depth and aperture size of corrugated horns are large 

enough to allow conventional machining methods, such as milling and turn- 

ing, to be used in their manufacture. However, horn dimensions scale 

directly with wavelength as one moves from the microwave region into 

the am-wave region. Mechanical rigidity and breaking stress of horns, 

and the mandrels that form them, therefore reduce as the wavelength 

of operation is reduced. For wavelength below 3 sm, the slot depths 

required are less than 500 µm. 

Prom detailed practical experience of the techniques used for 

the manufacture of injection moulds and press-tools gained in another 
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connection it was clear to us that only machining methods that do not put 

mechanical stress on the workpiece could be used for the manufacture 

of corrugated horn mandrels of the required size. This consideration 

led to the choice of the technique of electro--erosion (also called 

Electro Discharge Machining, or EDL() which was invented by the 

Russians in the early 1940"s. An electrode, often made from copper 

or tungsten-copper, is prepared with the male form required. The 

electrode is then fixed to a linear Z axis servo, and positioned above 

the workpiece. A liquid dielectric, such as paraffin or water, covers 

both the workpiece and the electrode. A pulsed voltage is applied 

between the two, and the servo moves the electrode down until sparking 

occurs. The position of the electrode is determined by a servo loop 

controlled average voltage across the spark gap (see Fig. 2m). Over a 

period of time, the workpiece is eroded away, and a female form opposite 

to that of the male electrode is generated in the workpiece. The dielec- 

tric acts as a coolant, and as a medium to remove the eroded material. 

It also increases the field allowed across the gap before sparking occurs. 

The process has been improved and refined over the last forty years, 

and can now hold tolerances of five microns in complex shapes. The rate of 

machining depends on the surface finish required. A rough finish is 

produced with a large spark pulse energy, and a high stock removal rate. 

Conversely, a smooth finish is generated when low pulse energy is used, but 

the stock removal rate is slow. EDK will cut any conducting material, from 

Cu and Al to very hard materials such as Tungsten Carbide. 

The method ham been developed further by machine tool manufacturers who 

have replaced the male electrode with a thin wire. The wire is moved 

continuously in the Z axis and mechanical and electrical pulsed tension 

applied to it. Deionised water, acting as the dielectric is pumped over 

the wire. The wire passes through the workpiece which is moved in the XY 

plane under numerical control with a resolution of 1 µ. The path that the 
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table follows is programed by a oowputar and fad in via paper tap. to the 

mac'hine's Numerical Control Unit. The aachins therefore acts as a 

computer-controlled metal-cutting fret saw. 

Fortunately the IDI[ facilities at Thomas ]Casting Ltd. were available 

for trials. The first attempt to manufacture corrugated horns involved 

the sandwiching of layers of 25 Am steel shim together and clamping 

then together with dowels and screws, to form the corrugated surface. 

Pig. 2n A. An internal cone was wire eroded into the stack. Pig. 2n B 

The stack was then reordered to generate the form shown in Pig. 2n C. 

Unfortunately the shims bowed and electrical contact between them 

did not always occur at the edge of the fins so the electrical depth 

differed from fin to fin. The method was therefore abandoned. 

A more sucessful method was then developed which involved electro- 

forming horns on to electro-eroded mandrels which were then dissolved. 

M aluminium blank was first turned, and the smooth wavequide taper 

generated. Fig. 20. The mandrel was then mounted in a fixture which 

allowed it to spin on its axis horizontally, and a small electric or 

rotated it slowly at about 0.3 Bz. The fixture was then mounted 

on the XT table of a wire erosion machine. The machine was fitted with 

10 µm Molybdenum wire and was programmed by a computer to erode the slots 

into the mandrel. Fig. 2p shows the path followed by the wire. This 

method of cutting the slots is faster and can cut narz+oaer slots than 

conventional turning, as well as being stress free. However, the eroded 

surface is not as smooth as a turned surface. 

Electrofo=ming [2.7] involves the slow electrical deposition of a 

metal such as copper or nickel, on to a conducting mandrel held in a bath 

of electrolyte. if the fors of the mandrel is not blind, as in the came of 

a 80100th horn, the mandrel can be made of stainless steel and can be 

rammed fror the grown fora by pulling. Bowen er, corrugated horn mandrels 

have blind forme. They must therefore be made of a material that can be 
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dissolved without tarnishing the remaining grown form. Initially nickel 

was plated on to machined brass mandrels. However it proved very difficult 

to dissolve the brass completely, especially in the crucial smooth-to-cor- 

rugated transition region. Fig. 2q shows a defective horn, cut away to 

reveal this problem. HE3O aluminium, plated with copper, proved to be a 

much more satisfactory material. The aluminium can be dissolved by con- 

centrated caustic soda. This method has the added advantage of using a 

high conductivity material for the current carrying surfaces in the horn, 

thereby reducing ohmic losses. 

It is interesting to observe that the fins of an electroformed horn 

are not completely filled (see Fig. 2r). There is a void in the centre 

of the fins in which copper electrolyte solution remains. The cavity is 

formed because the top of the slots in the mandrel are plated over before 

the bottom has had time to fill. These cavities do not appear to affect 

the electromagnetic performance of the horn, which is not surprising 

because the skin depth in copper at 100 GRz is of the order of 1 µm. 

A test horn was cycled to 4K by placing it in liquid helium and showed 

no ill effect. However, during soldering operations to fix flanges to 

horns fins have been known to explode. 

2.7 Measurement of the performance of corrugated horns 

An antenna test range was set up to measure the antenna patterns of 

corrugated horns manufactured at Thomas Keating Ltd. A block diagram of 

the system used is shown in Fig. 2s. 

A number of different sources were used. The primary one was a 

Thompson-CSF Backward Wave Oscillator [2.8] or carcinotron. This could be 

tuned over a range fron 125 GRz to 140 GHz with a maximum power output of 

500 mW. In practice, in order to extend the life of the tube, and for 

safety reasons, it was not run above 35 WW. It requires a bulky 5kV power 

supply, as well as water cooling. To measure patterns at other frequencies 
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Klystrons and IMPMTs were used. The beam was formed by a corrugated horn 

at the source and chopped at 10 Hz before being condensed into a quasi- 

parallel beam by a high density polyethylene (®PE) lens. The horn under 

test was placed about 1.5 m from the source. The antenna range was 

enclosed in a protective shield of Eccosorb microwave absorbing material. 

This shielding had two functions: It protected people working close to the 

source against radiation which might inadvertently become concentrated. It 

also considerably reduced reflections from within the antenna range which 

might have provided secondary paths for the radiation to enter the horn 

under test. 

Mullard RPY88 pryoelectric detectors [2.9] were used. These detectors 

were developed by Mullard (who kindly gave us some samples) to detect IR 

radiation. However, they will also detect mm radiation. Background IR 

radiation was filtered out by a layer of flurogold and black paper. The 

detector was measured to have an electrical noise equivalent power 

(NEP) of m3x 10 9 W/, /Hz using an Orthag PSD system, but the optical 

NEp was perhaps a factor of 5 worse than this; it was cheap, small 

and robust and only required a single 9v battery. The chopper operated 

at a low frequency (10 Hz) in preference to a higher rate because the 

detector sensitivity is inversely proportional to frequency above 10 Hz 

(the equivalent circuit of the detector is a radiation sensitive resistor 

in parallel with a capacitor). 

The output from the ceramic detector was fed via a one transistor buf- 

for amplifier into the signal channel of a Phase Sensitive Dectector 

(PSD) whose reference channel was triggered from the rotating chopper. The 

pSD acted as a variable frequency highly selective filter with a noise 

bandwidth equivalent to a time constant T/8, where T was the smoothing 

time constant. T was usually set at 300 mS, which was found to be 

sufficiently high to reduce noise caused mainly by current surges in 

in the stepping motor drives. This bandwidth allowed an independent 
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measurement to be taken approximately every 5 seconds. However, for low 

sidelobe measurements a1 second time constant was often used. 

The translation and recording equipment was designed to measure and 

plot two dimensional antenna patterns of an wave horns automatically. A 

microprocessor provided a cheap way of controlling a digital voltmeter and 

two stepping motors. The two motors drove a two axis (0,0) table, each 

step of the motors producing a half degree angular movement. The mechanical 

construction of the coordinate table is illustrated in Fig. 2t. The 

position of the boom arm could be adjusted so that horns of differing 

length could still have the centre of their apertures positioned at the 

centre of rotation of the coordinate system. The software, written in Z90 

machine code, moved the two axes in a raster motion. After each two degree 

step and a delay to allow integration of the detected signal to occur, the 

8 bit analogue to digital (A to D) converter was read by the micropro- 

cessor. The value recorded was then printed out on paper tape. The 

program was generally set up to produce a 30 by 30 matrix of readings at 2 

degree intervals. This involved the taking of 900 measurements, a task 

that would be difficult if not impossible to do by hand. A time constant 

of 300 mS on the phase sensitive detector required a delay of perhaps 5 

seconds between readings. Thus a whole measurement took about an hour 

and a half. Because the dynamic range of the measurements required was 

more than the 8 bit A to D could provide (one part in 256), each 

measurement on a horn had to be repeated, with the A to D deliberately over 

loaded by a known amount on the second run. A dymamic range of 25 dB 

could thereby be achieved. The linearity of the A to D was checked and 

found to be limited by the one bit digital resolution. 

The axes of the system provide a Ludwig type II antenna pattern meas- 

urement[2.10]. It is convenient to project the spherical geometry of the 

measurement coordinates on to a two dimensional Cartesian projection. 

gowever this results in distortion. This projection is similar to 
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that made in the Mercator projection of the spherical Earth on to a flat 

nap with the result, for example, that Iceland appears to have the same 

area as that of the USA. To illustrate this distortion, contours of 

constant angle from boresight are plotted in this projection in Fig. 2u. 

If there were no distortion all the curves would be circular. It can be 

seen that that the distortion is small for angles from boresight less than 

45 degrees. Luckily the horn patterns measured on the antenna range did 

not have sidelobes greater than - 25 dB at angles greater than 45 degrees. 

The data reduction and contour plotting software was run on a HP9835 

computer fitted with an FP9872A graphics plotter. The data was first con- 

verted from hexadecimal to decimal and every second line of data reversed 

to unscramble the bidirectional raster motion of the (o, e) table. The 

maximum value of each set of measurements was used as the 0 dB reference. 

The contour plots were then generated with contour spacing in M. 

Fig. 2v shows the pattern of a smooth walled horn, fed from 

rectangular guide, which was designed by Dr. Nigel Cronin. It was 

measured at 126 Qiz. The form is asymmetric and sidelobes exist at - 14 dB. 

Fig. 2w shows the antenna pattern of a waveguide-fed corrugated horn 

having the dimensions shown in Fig. 2d, and measured at 130 ( 1z. It can 

be seen that the pattern is highly symmetric, and that no sidelobes exist 

above - 24 dB (2.11]. Although these results are expected from theory and 

from scaling from measurements taken at microwave frequencies, this plot 

was the first confirmation that corrugated horns could be made to work well 

above 100 CRz . 

To get good performance in quasi-optical receivers it is important 

that the loss in the mixer horn is very low. Although corrugated feed 

horns obviously produce a much better antenna pattern than smooth horns, 

it would not be sensible to use them in receivers if their lose was 

significantly higher than smooth horns. There are two counterbalancing 

factors to consider. The E field in corrugated guide is less concentrated 
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Smooth Walled Horn Antenna Power Contour Plot 
Contour Spacing in dB 126 GHz 
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near the walls than in fundamental-moded smooth guide. This indicates that 

there should be lower ohmic loss in the corrugated section of corrugated 

horns than in the equivalent part of smooth horns. However the corrugated- 

to-smooth transition, absent in smooth feed horns, is bound to add loss to 

corrugated horns. The first horns built had very high loss (over 3 dB) 

because the transition was either designed incorrectly or had failed in 

manufacturing. 

The power loss of the horn which gave the pattern discussed above was 

measured as follows. Power from a horn was coupled through two lenses 

into an identical horn (Fig. 2x) and two power meters measured power 

entering the source horn and leaving the detector horn. The two meters 

were initially calibrated against one another. At 130 GHz, power trans- 

mitted through the circuit when the waveguide axes of the horns were 

aligned suffered a 1.6 dB loss. However, when the waveguide axes of the 

horns were crossed, the losses rose to over 40 dB. This indicates that the 

crosspolar fundamental Gaussian beam-ode component of the output from 

each horn was more than 40 dB down on the main beam. This is a very 

satisfactory result, as it proves that mit--wave corrugated horns can be 

made that discriminate between beams with orthogonal planes of 

polarization. 

The loss in the lenses used in the transmission measurements had 

been measured to be about 0.4dß [2.13]. This indicates that the loss in 

each horn was also about 0.4 dB, which is similar to that found in smooth- 

walled horns. 

2.8 Conclusion 

Gaussian beam-mode analysis applied to the operation of corrugated 

feed horns and indicates that they could be near ideal fundamental 

Gaussian beam-mode generators [2.13]. With proper attention to the 

internal form of of the horns, especially at the transition between 
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sstooth and corrugated guide where the required HEll mode is generated, 

advanced machining methods have manufactured corrugated horns that 

perform well at mm wavelengths (Fig. 2z). These have been shown to have 

low loss and to have low-sidelobe, axially symmetric, antenna patterns 

which show close agreement with theoretical predictions. As a result the 

coupling between corrugated horns in quasi-optical circuits is signifi- 

cantly better than that provided by smooth horns. 
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CHAPTER 3 

POLARIZING DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS AND BEAM CONTROL LENSES 

3.1 Introduction 

The construction and use of wire polarizing grids which act as polar- 

ization-sensitive directional couplers are considered in the first part of 

this chapter. The second part is concerned with the use of lenses as beam 

re-forming components for Gaussian beam-modes. 

3.2 Polarizing grids 

planar grids of parallel thin metallic wires with a spacing much 

smaller than the wavelength of the incident beam will split a Gaussian 

beam into two orthogonally polarized components, one component being 

transmitted through the grid without change of direction and the other 

being reflected as if the grid were a plane metallic reflector. The coar- 

ponent of the incident beam which is transmitted is that with its E-field 

perpendicular to the wires, because the wires are simply polarized by the 

field. The orthogonally polarized component is reflected because its 

E-field induces currents to flow along the wires in the same way as would 

occur if the field was incident on a metallic reflector. Provided the wire 

spacing is about A/100, and the grid is flat to \/100, the efficiencies of 

a grid are very high both for transmission and reflection (3.1). The 

resistivity of the metal of the wire, its thickness and the constancy of 

the wire spacing are not of critical importance. 

In quasi-optical circuits, described in Chapter 5, each grid is set 

with its plane at 450 to the direction of propagation of the incident beam, 

and is supported on a rectangular frame with the long side a factor of 

12 larger than the the short side. It therefore presents a square cross- 

section to the beam. Grids can be wound vertically or horizontally. 

however to present a pass plane at 450 to the vertical the wires should 

ý- ý; ýý. 
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be set at an angle of tan 112 to the short side. This ensures that the 

wires lie at an angle of 450 when viewed along a beam axis. 

The grids are wound using a coil-winder, adapted to cope with lightly- 

tensioned tungsten wire. The wire is wound around a rectangular plate which 

is recessed to carry the stainless steel frame to which the wires are to be 

fixed; the recess is machined at the appropriate angle to the axis of 

rotation of the plate. When the winding is finished, the wires are glued 

to the grid-frame using cold-setting epoxy resin and a keeper-frame, 

aligned by dowels, is glued on top. The grid-frame and keeper frame have 

the same thickness and internal dimensions but the external dimensions of 

the keeper-frame are slightly smaller than those of the grid-frame to allow 

the secure mounting and location of the grid in its half cube holder (see 

chapter 5). 

3.3 Lens design 

Lenses are required in quasi-optical systems to refocus the beams as 

they propagate through the circuit. In Chapter 5 it will be shown that the 

diameter of the lenses and the separation between them in compact quasi- 

optical circuits are large enough compared with the wavelength for 

the radii of curvature of the phase-fronts at lenses, and of the lens 

surfaces, to be much larger than A. Snell's law (or more conveniently 

permat's principle) can therefore be used locally to design the surface 

profile of lenses [1.6] as follows. 

Each lens can be thought of as being made up of two piano-convex 

lenses with a plane disk between them to provide a mounting flange. The 

profile of the lens surface is calculated to refract an incident Gaussian 

beau-mode of beamwaist Wo into a plane phase front of width Wl at the 

central plane of the lens. Format's principle indicates that the phase 

change of a ray moving from the beamwaiat to the centre of the lens should 
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not change as the point at which the ray enters the lens is varied. So, 

referring to Fig. 3a, 

_kozq - 
ir r_ + tan -1 zq 

(Z 1-zq )-o. (3.1) 
ör 

I 

AR 
q 

The values of wo, A, µ, zl and the lens radius are given; and from (1.7) 

and (1.4) 

.. A (Z - Z0 ) 

z= (3.2) 

ITZW 
0 

and Rl (z1 zo) 1+1 (3.3) 

zl 

A program to solve equation (3.1) for zl was written to provide 

dimensions of lens profiles converting one Gaussian beam-mode into 

another, given the parameters of the mode. 

3.4 Lene materials 

Lenses for umi wave systems must be made from materials of suitable re- 

frative index (RI) and low loss. Traditional materials are shown in Table 

3b taken from (1.6]. 

The major problem associated with lenses in mm wave systems is that of 

reflections from lens surfaces back into the fundamental Gaussian beam-mode 

interfering with one another to generate standing waves. The direct lose 

of signal is often unimportant compared with resonance effects. One 

obvious precaution is to ensure that no lens surface should coincide with a 

signal beam phase front so that reflected beams can not interfere fully 

with the signal beam. However, there will be some coupling and this has 

been estimated by Martin [1.6], drawing on work by Kogelnik [3.2]. Martin 
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H. D. P. T. P. X. P. T. F. E. SILICA 

1.524 1.46 1.43 1.957 

a/Neper cm -1 0.012 0.018 0.007 0.070 

Table 3b : Refractive Index, µ, and Absorption Coefficient, a, for 

High-Density Polyethylene, Poly 4 Methyl Pentane-1, 

Polytetrafluorethylene (Teflon) and Fumed Silica. 

:ý 
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represented the reflected beam as a superposition of a fundamental mode 

having the same beamwaist as the fundamental signal beam, and higher order 

nodes. The fundamental beam will propagate through the system, as would a 

time reversed version of the signal beam, and will cause standing waves. 

The higher modes will eventually leak from the system and can be ignored. 

The amplitude of this fundamental beam reflected component is given by the 

product of the normalised overlap integral of the reflected beam with the 

signal beam and the reflection coefficient for a wave at normal incidence 

on a dielectric, given by the appropriate Fresnel equation. Unfortunately 

the reflected component can be quite high, and the more highly coupled the 

circuit the more significant the problem is likely to be. 

There are a number of ways to reduce the problem. The thickness 

of the lens can be adjusted by varying the flange thickness so that reflec- 

tions from the two surfaces interfere destructively. Because the thickness 

of lenses is often a few wavelengths and the change in path length to move 

from destructive to constructive interference is ý/4, this approach works 

only over a narrow band of frequencies. 

By innpedence matching both lens surfaces the transmission can be 

improved over a broader band. This can be done by means of a blooming 

layer can be applied to the surfaces. Ideally it should be )/e thick 

and have a refractive index equal to the square root of the refractive 

index of the lens material. This technique is widely used in the visible, 

but difficult to achieve in the mm region where materials of the correct 

refractive index are hard to obtain and difficult to apply to the surface 

of lenses. 

A variation of this method, called blazing, involves cutting grooves in 

the surface of the lens to a depth of "/4. The aim is to remove enough 

material to give an average density which again has the refractive index of 

the square root of the refractive index of the main lens material. Blazed 
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high density polyethylene (HDPE) lenses were made for the 115 aft receiver 

described in Chapter 8. Smooth lens blanks were turned with the aid of a 

template designed with the aid of the program outlined above. Grooves 0.5 

mm wide and 0.6 am deep, with a mark-apace ratio of 1, were then cut in 

annular rings out from the centre of both lens surfaces. Radiowetric tests 

on these lenses indicated that impedence matching was improved and that 

transmission losses were reduced by 0.2 dB compared with similar unblasad 

lenses. 

The three techniques can reduce reflections, but only over a narrow 

frequency band because their operation depends on the reduced distance 

between reflecting surfaces. All of these problems could be avoided by 

making lenses from a material with a sufficiently low RI that reflections 

would be small enough to be acceptable. However, the thickness of a lens 

of a given power obviously increases as the RI of the material is reduced. 

Too great a thickness can cause problems because the lens will act on 

different parts of the beam at different distances along the propagation 

This is undesirable because mode mixing will occur between the Gaussian 

beam-modes. 

A search was made for a material with a RI between 1.25 and 1.35 and 

low loss at = wavelengths. A refractive index around 1.3 would keep 

reflections to an acceptable limit without generating mode mixing. It 

was thought that a foamed material, such as polypropylene and polyethylene, 

might be suitable. Foamed polyurethane and polystyrene, used at microwave 

frequencies to make lenses, are unsuitable because they have too high a 

loss tangent at am frequencies. An a first order approximation, the bulk 

permitivity of foamed material should reduce with the density. The RI 

should therefore reduce as the square root of the density. High density 

polyethylene (EMM) has a density of about 950 Kg m3. Thus to achieve a 

RI of 1.3 would require a density of (0.3/0.52)2 * 950 Kg m-3 +% 300 Kg m-3. 
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roamed polyethylene and polypropylene are used in the packaging 

industry and can easily be obtained at densities up to 100 Kg W-3. 

ICI manufacture polypropylene for the furniture industry down to a 

density of 700 Kg m-3 [3.3]. This is made by injection moulding with 

a gassing agent. Unfortunately the cell size is about 1 nma and samples 

proved to have a high loss at mit wavelenths through scattering. It 

proved impossible to obtain samples of either material between densities 

of 10O and 780 Kg M73- 

The highest density of polyethylene found had a density of 200 Kg m-3. 

Called Alveolite, it has a closed cell structure linked by irradiation. 

Unfortunately the max; mum, thickness made by the manufacturer (Sekisui UK 

Ltd. ) was 3 am [3.4]. The cell size was less than 0.1 m, too small to 

cause scattering to mm waves, and samples proved highly transmitting. The 

RI of the material was measured to be 1.13 at 130 GHz by inserting a sanple 

into the signal channel of a null reflectometer (see Chapter 6) and read- 

justing the position of the variable reflector in the reference channel to 

restore the initial conditions. It was decided to laminate and compress 

the material to generate samples of higher density and thick enough to be 

used for lenses. This work was undertaken by Dr. J. Card. The 3z thick 

Alveolite sheets were cleaned with Xylene and then stacked 10 sheets high. 

These were then placed in a temperature controlled oven and the texper- 

ature slowly raised to 140°C - close to the plastic temperature. The 

samples were then compressed with a weight to half the original thickness. 

The samples were allowed to cool slowly, and were found to be permanently 

bonded together. Their RI was measured using the null reflectometer and 

found to be 1.275 - an acceptable value. This value of the RI was then 

used to calculate the lens profiles for the 115 GRz (see Chapter 8) 

receiver by equation (3.1) and brass templates were then prepared on an 

NC milling machine. 
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The lens material was quite difficult to machine. It was not pos- 

Bible to turn the material as it had a tendency to tear. After some 

experimentation, it proved possible to grind it: the profile of 

the lens was transferred from the brass template to a grit grinding wheel 

using a Diaform on a standard surface grinder (J&S 540), and the lens blank 

was slowly rotated under the grinding wheel until the correct profile was 

formed. 

The 115 GHz receiver's foamed lenses proved slightly disappointing. 

Although reflections were low, their internal losses proved to be quite 

high. This was thought to be caused by scattering at junctions between 

layers of the foam. 

The performance of lenses remains the major limiting factor on the 

performance of quasi-optical circuits and work to develop better lenses 

is continuing. 

!M to 1 +s low* ama S Alin + 
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CHAPTER 4 

QURSI-OPTICAL ISOLATORS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter traces the development of a working quasi-optical iso- 

lator designed to operate just above 100 CEiz. Isolators are one of a class 

of non-reciprocal devices which improve the performance of D1 systems by 

reducing or suppressing unwanted reflections. An investigation of the 

an wave Faraday rotation properties of some ferrite materials, extending 

that made by S. S. D. V. Rughooputh [4.1] as a third year undergraduate in 

the physics Department in Q!! C, is described. The need for blooming the 

highly refractive ferrite material is discussed, and computer calculations 

on the effect of blooming on the bandwidth and performance are outlined. 

Measurements showing that an isolator with an acceptable level of 

performance has been made are given. 

Isolators transmit wave energy in one direction, but attenuate 

it highly in the other. They are generally used to improve the 

stability of F. i power sources by stopping reflected power from re-entering 

the source. For example, Ii4PAZTs are very susceptible to what is known as 

"pulling". Their output power and frequency alter if the impedance of the 

device they are matched to changes, as occurs when a wave is reflected 

back into the device. The two figures of merit for an isolator are the 

insertion loss in the transmission path, which should be an low as pos- 

sible, and the return loss or attenuation in the reverse path, which should 

be as high as possible. Typical performance for waveguide isolators just 

below 100 GHz is 1 dB insertion loss and a return loss, or isolation, of 

15 to 20 dB. 

4.2 The operation of a Faraday isolator 

"I, e isolator described in this chapter makes use of the Faraday 
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rotation effect. The plane of polarization of a wave propagating along the 

magnetic axis of a suitable ferrite suffers rotation. A reflected wave, 

travelling in the opposite direction also suffers rotation, but in the same 

sense as the forward wave. In a working isolator the thickness of the 

ferrite is adjusted to generate a 45 degree rotation in the forward path. 

Thus a wave passing first through the isolator and then back after reflec- 

tion undergoes a rotation of 90 degrees. This reflected wave, being 

orthogonally polarized to the initial wave, is easy to remove, using a 

polarizing filter such as a wire grid. Fig. 4a illustrates this. 

A characteristic property of a ferrite in a magnetic field is that, 

although it has a scalar relative permittivity, it has a tensor relative 

permeability at microwave and millimetre wave frequencies. This tensor 

permeability gives rise to a number of important non-reciprocal effects, 

of which the Faraday effect is one. 

Consider an elementary magnetic dipole of moment µ placed in a mag- 

netic field Hp, assumed to be in the z axis [4.2]. Under equilibrium 

conditions the dipole moment vector will line up with the magnetic field. 

However, if it is disturbed from its position, the torque experienced by 

the dipole will be 

T=kxµoHo 

where go is the free space permeability (see pig. 4b). 

(4.1) 

use associated with a dipole i8 an angular momentum J. For an unpaired 

electron it in given by: 

ps-yJ (4.2) 

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron. Since the rate of 

change of angular maoentum is given by the applied torque wie haves 
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dp 
- Y(P+ xMB) (4.3) 

dt 

Now suppose the total magnetic moment density is given by 

KNk 
-o 

(4.4) 

where N is the number of unbalanced spins per unit volume. Then 

- '(N X)AH ) (4.5) 
0 0--o dt 

This is the equation of motion of the magnetic vector. Suppose now we add 

a small r. f. magnetic field h to the major z axis d. c. magnetic component. 

Then the total magnetic field and magnetisation will bei 

H-H+h, (4.6) 

Ks+m (4.7) 

which can be expressed in cartesian co-ordinates: 

00 
H0H=0 (4.8). 4.9) 

hx mit 
h= by my (4.10), (4.11) 

hz mz 

Equation (4.5) can now be expanded to give three simultaneous differential 

equations: 

dm 
x yYµo(Ho+hz) +µohy '(Mo+mZ) . (4.12a) 

dt 

dm 
y-- mx y µ0(H0 +hZ)+ µo hx XK+ mZ) , (4.12b) 
dt 

tý 
ka 
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and 

dm 

-m xY0 y+ 
yYox 

dt 

Assuming that the r. f field is small compared to the d. c. field, 

ie h << H 
x, y, z0' 

(4.12c) 

then, ignoring second order terms in hx, hyhZ, the equations of motion 

reduce to: 

dm 
x--yy öH 

o+µ0 
by 

dt 
Y, (4. ]3a) 0 

dm 
y 

=-m yµH +µ hxM (4.13b) txo0ox0 

and 

dm 
zz0 

(4.13c) 
dt 

putting 

m µy and w- Mv H 
oö 00 

we have by substitution : 

d2x 2 dh 

dt 
2+ö 

mx -mw hx +m 
dt 

(4.14a) 

d2 i dh 
yZx +0 My sm w0 by 

m 
(4.14b) 

dt2 
dt 

and 
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29 o z 
(4.14c) 

Suppose the r. f. quantities have the form elm, where w is the 

frequency of the incident field. Then equation [4.14] can be solved 

to give a tensor value of the susceptibility, 

in- (X]h (4.15) 

xa xy 0 
where [X] Xy, xyy 0 

000 

w o x=X in 
y 2 

+ta2 -w 0 

1ww 
 1 O 

and it =% 

-w +% 

it is possible to diagonalise the matrix [X] and derive a scalar 

susceptibility provided that the applied field h is adjusted to be one of 

the eigenvectors of the eigenequation: 

Xh- [x) h" (4.16) 

It can be shown that this occurs for 

1h 0 

h1 ihp (4.17a) 
12 

0 

or 

.7 IV 
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bs1 
1(2 

h 

-i h0 
0 

0 

(4.17b) 

As one might expect, these two vectors correspond to clockwise and 

anticlockwise circularly polarized fields. The scalar susceptibility 

is 

ýa 
X' 

ý 
(4.18) 

0 

and the refractive index, N, is given by 

1/2 

N Er 1+ (4.19) 
ý sýº 

0 

where er is the relative permittivity. 

Assuming that the susceptibility is small, the difference 6 in the two 

refractive indices is given by (w 
0«wm w)_ 

1/2 

81 in 
(4.20) 

2rw0 +tº w0 -w 

11 

It is instructive to consider the relative values of w and wo. The 

gyromagnetic ratio y of the electron has a value of 1.76 x 1011 e-1T1 

and µ0= 4nx 10-7T mA 
by 

definition. A typical ferrite, such as used 

in the isolator presented below, might have a magnetic field of 2.5 X 105 

10 -1 A/M, Thus w is of the order of 5X 10 rad sec , and lies in the micro- 

wave region of the E] spectrum. At 100 GBz, w-2 it X 1011 rad aec 
1 

Therefore, in the aua region w>ö, equation (4.20) can be simplified so 

that 8, the difference between the two refractive indices, becomes: 
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1/2 
8 Er - (4.22) 

The difference in the refractive indices of clockwise (CW) and counter- 

clockwise (CCW) polarized radiation causes the plane of polarization of a 

linearly polarized wave to rotate when it passes along the magnetic axis of 

a suitable ferrite: an arbitrary wave can be described either as a combin- 

ation of two orthogonal linearly polarized waves or as the combination of 

two contra-rotating circularly polarized beams. The two representations 

are isomorphic. The conversion matrices between the two are 

E11i Ex 
(4.23) 

Eccw 12 1 -i Ey 

and 

Ex 111E 

Ix (4.24) 
Eo 12 -i i lIE I I Cc 

Consider a linearly polarized wave entering a sample of ferrite, of thick- 

ness d, whose refractive indices differ by 8, so that 

ccw Ncw + 8. (4.25) 

Then the field when the wave leaves the ferrite will be 

our IN 

Ex 111 lie 
° 

cv Q1 +i E 

- ik (N +8)d IEy 
2 -i +i o e° U1 

-i E 
Y 

(4.26) 

Suppose the input is a wave polarized in the X direction. Then the out- 
ik Nd 

put, ignoring a common factor Ex: Ln e0 cw 
, will be 
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ik 8d 
E 

OUt 
- 1/2 (1 +e°) (4.27a) 

and 

ik Sd 
(4.27b) yout = 1/2 (-i +ie° 

Equations [4.27] can be reduced to an amplitude and phase term: 

Xout = COB (k08d/2) e 
iic 

0 
8d/2 

(4.28a) 

and 

yout = sin (k 8d/2) eö 
6d/2 

(4.28b) 0 

By inspection, this is a plane polarized wave with the same amplitude 

as the initial wave but rotated through an angle 

0 k0Sd/2 (4.29) 

Thus by (4.22) the rotation is 

8d er1ý2 
m 

(4.30) 
2c w 

2 
d e1/ (a) rm (4.31) 

2c 

and is independent of frequency. This lack of dependence of rotational 

angle on frequency is very useful in designing non wave broadband isolators. 

4.3 Previous measurements on Ferrite materials 

Rughooputh [4.1] investigated the rotation properties of four ferrite 

Materials. They were of two types: soft ferrite, which requires an 
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external magnetic field to produce any Faraday rotation, and hard ferrite, 

which is permanantly magnetised and therefore does not require a driving 

field. Because of the need to make a compact isolator which could easily 

fit into a split cube holder (see Chapter 5) the work on hard ferrites was 

of more interest. Rughooputh tried two such hard ferrites. The first, 

Feroba 1, was found to be too absorbing at 100 GRz to be of any practical 

use. The second, Magnadur [4.3], was more interesting. Magnadur is a 

sintered strontium ferrite having the general formula SrFe13010. 

Rughooputh, using small samples of Magnadur (10 mm by 13 me), 

showed that Faraday rotation was occuring without major attenuation. 

However, there was a considerable level of depolarization. (Depolarization 

is here defined as the ratio of the minimum to maximum power detected as 

the plane of polarization in which power is measured is rotated. ) Also, 

for unbloomed samples there was a considerable variation in the trans- 

mitted power and rotation angle with varying thickness. This 

indicated that the samples were acting as Fabry-Perot resonators. The 

resonance was useful in one respect: it was possible for Rughooputh 

to infer a value for the refractive index of the Magnadur from the 

periodic behaviour of the transmission when the thickness of the sample 

was varied. He deduced that the refractive index was equal to 3.88 * 0.03 

at 115 GHz. This value must be taken as an average of CW and CCW wave 

refractive indices. Indeed, the Faraday rotation effect is due to the fact 

that they are different, and the difference can be quite significant. In 

Magnadur at nm wavelengths equation (4.31) indicates that the difference 

between the two indices is of the order of 0.4 because the measured 

Faraday rotation is 20 degrees nm 
1. 

". 4 The design of a small quasi-optical isolator 

It was concluded that a working isolator requiring no external 

magnetic field might be possible using Magnadur ferrite, but to achieve 
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performance for quasi-optical isolators similar to that obtained by 

waveguide isolators some form of impedence matching is essential. 

Depolarization, rather than absorption, is then the major constraint 

on the performance of the isolator. 

Some samples of a Mullard ferrite, Ferroxäure 330 were obtained. 

This is a strontium ferrite, very similar in composition to Magnadur, 

and it was possible to obtain 30 mm diameter discs, a surface area 

some five times that available to Rughooputh. Samples varying in thickness 

between 2 and 3 me were bloomed using a loaded-polymer called Flurosint 

[4.4], which has a refractive index of 1.8. A layer optimised for a wave- 

length of 2.3 ma (130 GEiz) was applied, for which the thickness was 

2.3/(4 x 1.8) - 0.32 nn. With these the Faraday rotation constant of 

the permanently magnetised Ferroxdure was measured to be 21 degrees 

per mm. The methods used to do this were similar to those described in 

Section 4.5 below for testing the isolators. 

The effect of blooming with non-ideal refractive indices and thicknesses 

was then considered. As an initial step, the reflection and transmission 

of a plane parallel wave incident normally from air upon an unbloomed layer 

of refractive index was considered, and the Fresnel relations were used 

to calculate the reflected and transmitted power, assuming a permeability 

of unity . The results are shown in Figs. 4c and 4d, plotted against 

the beam's single passage phase change. This phase change is given by 

21r N d/A where N is the refractive index and d is the thickness of the 

sample. It can be seen that the minimum transmission is less that one 

quarter of the incident power. Although the maximum transmission is unity, 

this high value occurs only for a narrow band of single passage phase 

'This assumption is, of course, not strictly true for ferrite materiaU : 

indeed their rotation properties are based on the fact that the Chi and CCM/ 

permeabilities are different. However, at n wavelengths where w»m it 

is safe to assume that the mean permeability in close to unity. 
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changes, which grans that there is acceptable transmission only over a wry 

narrow band of frequencies. This simple theoretical study confirms what is 

well known: to make an effective broadband isolator, blooming of some form 

is required. 

The next step in the analysis was to look at the effect of using 

blooming layers which do not have the ideal thickness of a quarter wave- 

length in the blooming material or the ideal refractive index of the geo- 

metric mean of the two media to be coupled. Relative transmitted and 

reflected power at a single bloomed air to N-4 material junction are 

plotted against blooming layer refractive index, with single passage phase 

change as a parameter, in Figs. 4e and 4f. In Figs. 4g and 4h, power is 

plotted against phase change, with refractive index as a parameter. 

Aa expected, a layer with a 90 degree phase delay and a refrac- 

tive index of (4 gives perfect transmission and no reflection. It 

is interesting that the thickness of the layer seems more important 

than its refractive index; a 10% divergence from the ideal refractive 

index, but with the correct 90 degree phase change, generates a 3% power 

reflection. In contrast, a 10% change in the single passage phase change, 

with the ideal refractive index, gives a 6% reflection. 

The lesson to be drawn from this is that it is more import-ant to use a 

layer of the right thickness than spend great effort finding a medium 

with the correct refractive index. 

4, S Measurements on the performance of the ferrite rotator and isolator 

In the first set of experiments a tunable source belonging to the 

pCpL used to measure the transmission and rotation angle of the ferrite 

rotation over a broad band of frequencies. The circuit is illustrated in 

Fig. 4i. The cooled SIC Instruments Ltd. detector has no polarisation 

sensitivity. After initial tests, Eccosorb was added in the positions 

indicated to reduce standing wave reflections. Unfortunately the 20 dB 
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gain rectangular feed horn did not produce a fundamental Gaussian beam- 

spode, it would be very difficult (if not impossible) to design a corrugated 

horn which would give a Gaussian beam-eiode over the 65% frequency band 

used. Measurements were taken of power transmission, as a function of fre- 

quency, both with and without the isolator sample (Fig. 4j). The angle of 

a wire grid polarizer required to extinguish the signal was also recorded 

(Fig. 4k). The power of the source varied significantly with frequency and 

therefore there was a wide range of detected powers. The theory of Faraday 

rotation in ferrite materials indicates that at mm frequencies the 

polarization rotation angle should be independent of frequency. This seems 

to be borne out by the results in the central band. However, there was a 

reduction in rotation angle with increasing frequency which remains 

unexplained. 

In the second set of experiments the transmission of the bloomed 2.1 mit 

sample and an unbloomed 2.75 mm disc was measured using an untuned cavity 

(4.5] which provided another method of assessing transmission through 

rotator materials. Coherent mm-wave power from the NPL tunable source 

entered a large metal cavity which had no axes of symmetry. Enclosed 

in the cavity was a rotating metal blade which stirred the cavity, so that 

the radiation was broken up into a varying random set of higher order 

modes. Radiation left the cavity by a round hole, whose diameter was large 

, Compared with the wavelength, but whose area was small compared with the 

surface area of the cavity. Thus many modes could leave the cavity, but 

the Q of the cavity was unaffected by any reflections back into the cavity. 

Untuned cavity measurements do not suffer from standing wave problems 

a. eociated with coherent transmission measurements. However, power can be 

scattered 
forward by the sample and still be detected. 

The circuit is shown in Fig. 41. The source feed horn was positioned 

inside the cavity, and the QNC Instruments Ltd. detector placed about 50 min 

fry the circular cavity output aperture. Measurements were taken by 
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inserting the samples between the cavity aperture and detector, close to 

the cavity wall, and are plotted in Fig. 4m. The samples covered the 

aperture. Transmission factors above unity in the coherent transmission 

ieasurements indicate that standing waves may still be present. Another 

possible explanation is that changes in the effective path length caused 

by the introduction of the sample could have the effect of focussing more 

of the beam on to the detector; although the sample is only 2.1 am thick 

its effective length, taking refractive index into account, is closer to 

10 mm. However, coherent and tuned cavity measurements taken together 

indicate that the Flurosint blooming works well, and that transmission 

Pea" around the designed 130 GRz frequency. The unbloomed sample measured 

using the untuned cavity shows the expected Fabry-Perot resonance. 

In the third set of experiments a null ref lectometer circuit, described 

jr chapter 6, was used to measure the performance of an isolator. The 

circuit was built up using 50 am split cubes described in Chapter 5. A 

klystron source, operating at about 127 GHz, provided 1 mW of power. Wave- 

guide-fed corrugated feed horns designed to work around 130 G#iz were used 

at both source and detector positions. 

The sample used was a 30 nm diameter 2.1 non thick sample of For- 

toadure 330, axially magnetised and bloomed both sides with a layer of 

Eºlurosint 0.32 nm thick which was a nominal quarter wavelength thickness at 

130 GM- The reflectivity of the bloomed sample was measured. A rotating 

wire grid acted as a variable reflector in the reference channel. Null 

, Positions were found at 112 and 72 degrees indicating a power 

reflectivity 
of 1.3% (Chapter 6). To check the operation of the null 

=eflectometer, 
a metal plate was substituted for the isolator. Nulls 

were found at 20 and 208 degrees. This converts to a reflection coef- 

ficient of 99%, which confirms that the reflectometer was operating 

sat factori ly . 
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Correctly angled grids were then added on both sides of the ferrite 

rotator (see Fig. 4a) and the power transmission measured by coupling the 

transmitted power through a lens and into a matched corrugated feed horn. 

The typical powers detected were as follows: 

without Isolator With Isolator Transmission 

85 µW 65 µW 0.76 

100 µW 82 µW 0.82 

Insertion loss 

1.2 dB 

0.82 dB 

The transmission was only slightly sensitive to the actual position 

of the ferrite rotator. This suggests there was some alight resonance 

between the ferrite rotator and the lenses on either side. 

The rotating grids in the reference arm of the null reflectometer were 

then removed and measurements on the performance of the isolator taken by 

recording the powers reflected back from the isolator into the detector 

a. Readings were taken with and without a thin Eccosorb sheet placed 

close to the source feed horn. The attenuation provided by the sheet 

reduced standing waves between the components, but also reduced the 

Sensitivity of the measurements. To record the isolation provided by the 

device a metal reflector, normal to the beam axis, was placed on the 

output side of the isolator to couple power back through the isolator. 

Without Eccorsorb With Eccoaorb 

No Isolator 1 µw 
No Reflector < 0.5 µW 

No isolator 280 µß1 30 µW 
Reflector 

Isolator 10 µW 
no Reflector 

1.5 µW 

Zaolator is µW 2 
Reflector µW 

1aolation 17.5 dB About 17 dB 
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This performance, an insertion loss of 1 d8 and isolation of 17 dB, is 

s ixm: lar to that achieved in waveguide isolators in the region just below 

ioo Guz. 

Finally, measurements were taken of the isolator's ability to 

suppress reflections from a horn using a system based on split-cube 

Eodules (see Chapter 5). Consider a waveguide-fed source horn 

coupled through a well matched train of lenses to a detector horn. If 

the polarization axes of the horns are aligned the reflections from 

the horns will be small, since most of the power incident at the aperture 

of a receiving horn will be transmitted through the circular corrugated/ 

Smooth rectangular transition. A beam polarized in the orthogonal 

plane will be reflected back out of the detector horn, because the 

orthogonal fundamental mode can not propagate in the rectangular guide. 

An experiment was performed to see if an isolator could reduce the ripple 

between misaligned horns. 

Two horns were coupled together by two correctly positioned lenses, 

using 50 am split cube components. Two grids and a ferrite rotator could 

k, e placed between the lenses to form an isolator [see Fig. 4n]. One horn 

could be rotated about its boresight axis to generate misalignment. 

Measurements of the level of ripple in the circuit were made at 127 GRz: 

Ripple measurements at 127 GHz 

Power range on Ripple 
moving source +/- 
horn / mW 

Z aolator 
Aorne Aligned 

NO Isolator 
pores Aligned 

No isolator 
Horns misaligned 

L 
Isolator 
Hoffis misaligned 

. 91 to . 97 

. 82 to . B7 

. 010 to . 028 

. 225 to . 275 

1.5 

2.5 

50 

10 
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When the horns are aligned, the main cause of standing waves is reflec- 

tion between the polyethylene lenses and the horns. The isolator 

therefore has little effect. If the horns are misaligned, the isolator 

reduces the ripple level considerably. The quasi-optical isolator is 

already sufficiently good that further improvements in its performance 

will give only marginally better results, because the reflections from 

polyethylene lenses limit the performance of systems incorporating an 

isolator. 

4.6 Conclusion 

A mm wave Quasi-optical isolator was constructed using the Faraday 

rotation properties of a suitable ferrite. This proved to have a perform- 

ance similar to that given by waveguide isolators working at lower 

frequencies, but with the advantage of operating over a wider bandwidth and 

saving the potential to suppress reflections between misaligned feed horns. 
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Q PIER 5 

A BUILDING BLACK APPF4DACB TO QUASI-OPTICAL CIRCUITS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter looks at the need for a building block that would realize 

the notion, mentioned in earlier chapters, of a quasi-optical circuit 

approach to the design of nm wave systems. The need to accurately position 

wire polarizing grids and lenses in a correct orientation is discussed. 

Also reviewed is the idea, developed by Martin [1.6], that the spacing 

between lenses in quasi-optical systems should be at a Gaussian 

Anode beam's maximum throw distance. This approach gives the most compact 

size of system for any given level of performance. A breadboard that 

realises these needs using brass split half cubes is outlined. 

5.2 The size of quasi-optical circuits 

It is desirable to make quasi-optical circuits as compact as possible. 

Gauaaian beam-modes tend to spread out as they propagate, but this 

Spreading can be controlled if the beams are picked up by lenses and 

refocused down to a beamwaist. It has been shown in Chapter 1 (1.12) that 

to contain a beam with lenses of a diameter D, the maximum distance between 

the lenses, L, is given by 

s 
LýL3J (5.1) 

-a given path through the system must accommodate a certain number, N 

Say, of grids or reflectors, and each of these can be seen to take up a 

cubic space with sides U- CD where C is a constant greater than unity 

r, fiich allows room for the mounting frame. Thus the path length L is also 

given by L- NU. Combining these equations we get at minimum system size 

the values of U, D and Ls 
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Amin 9 C2 
N (5.2) 

Z Lain 
=N 

A 

[9C2 

n, 
(5.3) 

and 

Damn 9CN [IT 
J 

(5.4) 

The 115 GEIz receiver described in Chapter 8 was made using this maximum 

throw approach. To use common input and output lenses in the diplexers 

requires that N=4. Thus, taking C= 3/2, we have Urn/A - 25.8, so that 

at the LO frequency (110 (az) Urn = 70.3 ma. A 70 mm cube size was 

therefore adopted. 

5.3 The design of Split cubes 

The quasi-optical components describe in the previous chapters must 

be held accurately in their correct positions to generate a working 

system, but should be easily movable to other suitable positions. The 

a, axiumum throw approach suggests a configuration of cubic modules with 

grids or reflectors set in diagonal faces, lenses in cube faces, and 

isolators and feed horns along cube axes. A convenient modular approach 

to holding all of the components is based on a split cube mounted on a 

,: ýaoe plate. The half cubes are constructed by bisecting a solid cube 

along a diagonal and boring out a hole perpendicular to the centres 

of the two square faces. As seen from the square faces, the resulting 

cylindrical holes have circular cross sections equal to a lens diameter, 

while in the diagonal face they coincide in an elliptical aperture. 

Lengea are set in the cube face by counterboring a recess to a depth of 

half the thickness of the mounting flange of the lens, and a lens retaining 
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ring is then screwed to the cube to hold the lens in place. A rectang- 

ulcer recess around the elliptical aperture in the diagonal face is 

machined to hold wire grid frames. Four small clamps hold a grid or a 

reflector in place (Fig. 5a). 

Ferrite isolators, held in thin walled brass tube and retained on both 

sides by retaining rings, are positioned in the cylinderical holes along 

which the beams pass. 

The machining of the external faces and recesses of the half-cubes 

should be to a 10 µm tolerance. (For a discussion of the effects of 

ui. salignment in quasi-optical systems see [1.6]. ) Fixing and dowel holes 

are jig bored into the top and bottom triangular faces of each half cube to 

correspond to those in an element of the matrix in the base-plate 

(pig. 5b) . 

waveguide-fed horns are mounted in special rectangular cubes with the 

standard pattern of fixing and dowel holes in their bottom faces. 

The upper half of the special cubes is lifted to allow the cylindrical 

outside form of the feed horn to be inserted, and then screwed down to 

secure the horn. A small dowel pin protruding from the cube inserts into 

channels running along the axis of the feed horn at specific angles to the 

W veguide in the horn. This allows the horn to be orientated at the cor- 

rect angle to insure that the required polarized Gaussian beam-mode is 

generated by the horn. 

The baseplate is made from 20 nm thick Dural, which is rigid, stable an 

and easy to machine. A matrix of fixing and dowel holes is drilled into it 

to retain the half cubes. The matrix is designed to ensure that lenses 

are positioned at the correct maximum throw distances. 
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cHRPTER 6 

A QUASI-OPTICAL NULL RE7LECTONETER 

6.1 The null reflectometer 

A precision reflectometer was required in the course of this work, 

and its design, as set out in this chapter, serves to illuminate well 

the approach to quasi-optical measurement systems developed in this 

theeie. 

The null reflectoweter is an instrument which measures the fractional 

power reflected by an object when a quasi-optical beam is incident upon it. 

The reflectometer is the quasi-optical analogue of the microwave VSWR 

meter. Applications include the characterisation of the refractive 

irbdices of mm wave materials and the quality of impedance matching achieved 

in quasi-optical components. It works by matching a fundamental Gaussian 

beam-mode reflected from the object under test against a similar beam 

reflected from a known reference. The reference reflector is a polarizing 

wire grid set normally to the reference beam axis. The position of the 

grid along the beam axis can be adjusted to alter the phase of the 

reflected signal. The grid can be rotated to alter the proportion of the 

polarized signal incident upon it reflected back in the same polar- 

ization. The null method avoids standing wave problems, which are often 

associated with quasi-optical systems because of reflections from source 

and detector. 

The circuit diagram of a reflectometer built using split cubes is shown 

in Fig. 6a and a photograph is given in Fig. 6b. Lenses are placed in 

appropriate positions in the circuit to control the diffractive 

spreading of the beams, and both the object under test and the reference 

reflector are positioned at beamwaists. A horizontally polarized 

fundamental Gaussian beam-mode is generated at the source by a corrugated 

ern. This beam passes unaffected through a vertical analysing grid. 
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It then split into two equal amplitude beams by a diagonal grid. One 

beam passes through the grid and forms a beamwaist in the test arm at 

the test object (for example, a feed horn or lens). The other beam, 

polarized orthogonally to the beam in the test arm, is reflected by the 

diagonal grid and forms a beamwaist at the reference reflector. The 

beams reflected by both test object and reference pass back along their 

outward paths, are recombined at the diagonal grid and then travel 

back to the vertical grid. If the copoLartzed reflected beams from the 

test and reference arm are equal, both in amplitude and phase, then the 

returned beam will be horizontally polarized, and will pass through the 

vertical grid. No component will be reflected by the vertical grid into 

the detector feed horn. Otherwise the beam reaching the analysing grid 

will have a vertical component. This will be reflected by the grid and 

received by the detector feed horn. The reflections compared are, of 

course, only reflections into the set of Gaussian beam-modes received by 

the detector horn. Reflections into other modes are not detected. The 

instrument does not measure the fraction of power scattered out of the 

circuit by an object under test. However, scattering loss in quasi-optical 

circuits is often much less important than reflections back into the modes 

detected by horns which cause unwanted and troublesome standing waves. The 

section that follows shows that the amplitude reflectivity of the rotating 

grid into the diagonal polarization that will match the test sample's 

reflection is given by p= sin 
28 

where 8 is the angle of the rotating 

grid measured from the diagonal setting - the angle at which the reference 

grid reflects no power. 

Reflectivity measurements are most conveniently made by adjusting 

the phase and amplitude of the reference reflector until a null is 

acheived. The reference grid can then be rotated through the 8-0 

position to find a second null angle at -8. The angle that the grid has 

rotated through is then 28. This method avoids the problem of determining 
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the exact grid position at which 8-0. Because the amplitude reflectivity 

of the reference grid is proportional to sin28, the instrument is 

especially sensitive at low test object reflectivities and can measure down 

to power reflectivities of less than 0.1 %. This is equivalent, in micro- 

wave terms, to a VSWR of 1.05. Reflectometers of the form shown in Fig. 6b 

have proved to be very simple instruments to use, and they can help in the 

optimisation of um wave component performance. For instance, Martin (1.71 

has used a reflectometer and a variable frequency source to 'tune' the 

thickness of symmetrical lenses working around 94 GHz to reduce reflection 

losses. The next chapter outlines an important use of a reflectometer 

in measuring reflections from a 'back-to'back' corrugated horn used in 

a cosmic background measuring system. 

6.2 A Jones matrix analysis of the reflectometer 

We use a right handed orthogonal set of axes and take the positive 

Z direction as being the direction of propagation. The X axis lies 

perpendicular to the plane in which all the grids are fixed and is the 

same for all beams. The Y axis is as shown in Fig. 6a. Under this 

regime, the Jones matrices [6.1] for polarizing grids are 

Eiout -Sz SC Ezin 
(6.1) 

2 
yout -SC C Eyin 

jr reflection, and 

I Is Exout c Exin 
(6.2 ) 

Eyout S2 Eyin 

in transmission, where Ca cos 0, S: ein 4) and m is the angle 

Ietween the grid pass plane and the X axis. 

Consider the elements in the circuit. An input beam 
Exin 

Passes 

iE. yin 
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ýO 
through a vertical grid (f=0). The transmission matrix is 

00 

It then passes to a grid with a pass plane set at 450 to the X axis, where 

* 
1/2 1/2 

the beam is split. The transmission matrix is , and the 
1/2 1/2 

* -1/2 
1/2 

reflection matrix is The two beams are then reflected 
_1/2 1/2 

back to the second grid. The reflection matrix for the object is 

where p is the amplitude reflectivity of the object under 
P0 

O -p 

test into the fundamental mode. It is assumed that no crosspolarization 

occurs. It would not be difficult to analyse the effect of crosspolar- 

ization by adding cross terms into the Jones reflection matrix. 

The variable reflector generates abeam given by the reflection matrix 

s2 SC 00 
and the first grid reflects a component 

-SC C2 01 

into the detector horn. It is this horn, of course, that defines the 

nature of the beam detected by the system. Combining all of these 

components one can calculate a transmission matrix for the whole 

system. Thus 

E 
rout 

- M 
E. 

xin (6.3) 

Eyout Eyin 

Detector Source 

M 

1/2 1/2 
-P 0 10 1/2 1/2 

00 
1/2 1/2 0 -P 

11 

O1 1/2 1/2 
10 I 

01 
-1/2 

1/2 
-S2 SC eiW 0 -1/2 

I 

1/2 00 
I_1/2 

1/2 

1 

-SC C2 

1 11 

0 elf' -1/2 
1/2 

(6.4) 

Ignor Aa Pie term which does not affect these calculations. 
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Contracting the matrix gives K- 

-P/2 -P/2 

00 
P/2 P/2 

I 

10 

O1 
_1/2 

1/2 
-S2e1'' SCeiy -1/2 

1/2 OO 

-1/2 
1/2 

-14' c2ei`P -1/2 
1/2 ( 6.5 ) 

But 

-Seit' SCei* -1/2 
1/2 

1 
(S2-SC )eft' (-S2+SC )ei' 

-SCeUl C2el ' -1/2 
1/2 2 

(-C +SC )eiy (-SC+C2 )eil 
(6.6) 

hence M= 

0 -P/2 

O0 p/2 0 

01 -(1-25C )ey 0 

-(1-2SC )e'* 0 

o0 
(6.7) 

o +P/2 -1/2( 
1-2SC )ei'lº 

Thus the null occurs when 4, -0 and 

p- 
1/2(1 

-2 Sine CosoO) - 1/2(1 
- Sin2m). (6.8) 

putting f- 7/4 +8 

p 1/2(1 
- Co928) = Sin28, (6.9) 

and the power reflectivity R- Sin46 

Thus the amplitude reflectivity of the sample in the mode received by 

the detector feed horn is given by the square of the sine of the angle 

between the zero reflection position and the null position of the reference 

grid 
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6.3 Effect of instrument error on the measured reflection coefficient 

Measurements of the reflectivity at 130 cris of a back-to-back 

corrugated horn used in a cosmic background experiment are outlined in the 

next chapter. In such a measurement, where low reflectivity is desired, it 

is important to ensure that any systematic errors overestimate the reflec- 

tion coefficient. The instrument can then be adjusted in the knowledge 

that the minimum reflection value observed is an upper limit. 

Consider first errors caused by the diagonal beam splitter wires 

not being set at the correct 45o angle to the angle of the analysing grid. 

Let the error be 86 and consider the test sample arm first. The amplitude 

of the beam falling onto the test object is proportional to Sin(450 + 80) 

but the amplitude the beam passing back to the analysing grid after 

the beam has been reflected and recombined at the diagonal grid is 

proportional to sin(450 + 89) sin(450 - 8A). Similarly, the reference 

component returned to the analysing grid is proportional to sin(45o - 80) 

e in(450 + 89). Thus the angle of the beamsplitter wires does not alter 

the null position of the reference reflector. However the sensitivity of 

the reflectometer is maximised with 8e - 0. 

Secondly, suppose the beam splitting grid is not set at the correct 

position to reflect a beam from the main optical axis into the reference 

arm. The test arm is unaffected because it receives power by transmission. 

However, the beam returned by the reflector will be reduced by any error 

in the position of the beam splitting grid. The reflection coefficient 

will therefore be overestimated, as required. 

Thirdly, errors could be caused by reflections at lenses. Only the 

two lenses that directly form the beamwaists at the test and reference 

reflector positions can have any effect. Differences in the amplitude 

and phase of reflections from these lenses into the fundamental beam-mode 

could cause errors which might underestimate reflectivity of the test 

object. To guard against this the lenses can be interchanged to check 
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that there is no significant difference between their reflections. 

Finally, any errors in the position, angle or reflectivity of the 

reference reflector will reduce the power coupled back into the 

fundamental beam-mode again so the reflection coefficient will be 

overeat imated . 

6.4 Measurements with the reflect ter 

The null reflectoeter, built using split cubes, has proved to be a 

sensitive and versatile instrument for the measurement of low level 

reflections. Richard Martin [6.2] has made extensive measurements here 

of the reflections from dielectric slabs and horns. Fig. 6c shows the 

reflection from two slabs of HDPE over a band of frequencies. It clearly 

Sbows that phase cancellation of reflections from back and front surfaces 

occurs at 94 CRz for the slab 8.42 am thick while for a slab A, 4 thicker 

at the same frequency, phase addition occurs. Fig. 6d shows reflec- 

tions from the aperture of a corrugated horn designed to operate at 

94 (mss. Reflections are, at worst, just over 1% and are below 
. 2% over 

a2 CHz band, indicating that the corrugated/smooth waveguide transition 

at the throat of the horn (see Section 2.3) is functioning correctly. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE DESIGN AND TESTING OF HORN ANTENNAS FOR A 
COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPERIMENT 

7.1 Introduction 

The design and testing of a 'back-to-back' corrugated horn to be used 

in a balloon-borne microwave cosmic background experiment is presented 

here. The requirements for a device which defines the beam entering the 

experiment from space are outlined and the chosen solution involving the 

use of staged apertures tapering to a Winston cone, lens and 'back-to-back' 

born is described before treating in detail the design and testing of the 

horn itself. 

The existence of an isotropic cosmic microwave background radiation was 

first predicted by Dicke [7.1] on the basis of the 'hot big-bang' cosmo- 

logical model. Its discovery at 7 cm by Penzias and Wilson [7.2] in 1967 

was followed by a decade of careful measurements at microwave frequencies 

which confirmed the Rayleigh-Jeans form of the radiation spectrum 

corresponding to a black body temperature of 2.7 K. There is now wide 

acceptance of the hypothesis that this microwave flux is the red-shifted 

remnant of the cosmic background that decoupled from the expanding matter 

when the universal fire-ball cooled to about 3000 K, a temperature at 

which neutral hydrogen could form from free protons and electrons, about 

105 years after the big-bang which started the expansion of the universe 

[7.3]. 

However, most measurements made on the background have been at 

wavelengths longer than 3 mm where a3K Planckian spectrum deviates little 

from a simple v2 dependence. A simple v2 spectrum of this form does not 

distinguish between emission from an optically thick emitter at a single 

temperature and a superposition of emissions from optically thin emitters 

at a range of temperatures. There are alternative explanations for the 

isotropic background which cannot be fully ruled out until the Planckian 
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form of the background at wavelengths shorter than 3 urn is confirmed. It 

is therefore scientifically important to measure the spectrum across the 

peak to confirm the black body nature of the radiation. If it is 

confirmed, useful information about the state of the universe at a red- 

shift of about 1000 could be derived from slight deviations from a black 

body curve. 

Unfortunately measurements at these short wavelengths present severe 

experimental difficulties - atmospheric emission requires that experiments 

must be balloon or rocket borne to high altitudes. Measurements in the 

last decade clearly establish that the flux falls well below the form 

extrapolated from the long wavelength measurements, and is not inconsistent 

with a Planckian spectrum. 

7.2 A cosmic background radiometer 

To further refine measurements around the peak, a cosmic background 

radiometer called CBS (Cosmic Background System) has been designed in the 

Engineering Physics Group in Queen Mary College to measure the background 

at a wavelength just longer than 2 mm, to an accuracy of 0.01 K. A general 

description of the experiment is given by Martin [7.4]. Briefly the exper- 

iment is to be balloon-borne to an altitude of 30 km to avoid atmospheric 

emission. Background radiation passes through a receiving antenna (desc- 

ribed below) and into a radiometer unit which includes a polarizing inter- 

ferometer [7.5] which acts as a Dicke switch, directing to the detector 

alternately the background signal beam and a reference cavity beam. The 

radiometer and reference cavity are cooled by liquid helium to about 1.5 K. 

The radiation is detected by a 3He cooled boloweter. If the background and 

reference cavity signals are equal there will be no resultant modulation 

and a null will be indicated. The temperature of the reference cavity can 

be varied and thereby provides the means for a null calibration of the 
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background signal. The detector should give the required temperature 

resolution in about one hour's integration time. 

7.3 The antenna for CBS. 

To ensure that spurious sources do not generate signals above the 

required 0.01 K, the antenna system must have very low sidelobes. Spurious 

signals will come from the earth at 300 K and from earthshine reflected 

from the balloon. (The experimental package is to be lowered down from 

the balloon on a 500 m cable to reduce its optical presence. ) Detailed 

calculations indicate that the requirements are: 

Rejection i 104 at 30 degrees off boresight 

Rejection a 107 at 60 degrees off boresight 

Rejection 4k 109 at 90 degrees off boresight 

moreover, the antenna system bridges the external parts of the CBS 

at - 300 IC to the cold radiometer at 1.5 xJ internal beam control is also 

of great importance therefore. 

To achieve these levels of performance a sophisticated antenna is 

needed. The approach taken is (Fig. 7a) to form the main beam with a 

corrugated horn and lens combination and to design this so that the beam 

is heavily tapered at the edges of the several apertures through which it 

passes on its way from the cold radiometer to the warm exterior of the 

system. The apertures are staged in diameter to give multiple diffraction 

and are connected by a reflecting cone to redirect diffracted power back 

into the boresight direction [7.6]. 

The horn-lens antenna defines the beam on the sky; in order to pass 

the signal beam to the detector through the quasi-optical Dicke switch 

System a second horn is connected back-to-back with the first (Figure 7a). 

The design, manufacturing and testing techniques developed in the work 
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described in this thesis were used for the horn-lens combination of CBS 

and that part of CBS is described in the remainder of this chapter. 

The horn acts as a Gaussian beam-mode launcher (see Chapter 2 Section 

5). The lens, designed using procedures outlined in Chapter 3, picks up the 

propagating Gaussian beam-modes and forms a beam waist in front of the 

Winston Cone at the smallest aperture. 

7.4 Forming the beam 

The 'back-to-back' horn defines the beam entering through the antenna 

and into the radiometer. The design of the horn is shown in Fig. 7b. The 

aperture size was determined by the size and position of the beamwaist 

required at the exit aperture of the Winston Cone, as well as the need to 

ensure that the beam did not suffer truncation at the lens. The length of 

the tapered section was chosen to keep mode conversion to acceptable 

limits. A number of versions were built using techniques described in 

Chapter 2 (see Fig. 7c). An antenna contour plot taken at 130 c iz of the 

IB version is shown in Fig. 7d, and a comparision between the experimental 

pattern and Gaussian beam-mode theory given in Fig. 7e. 

7.5 Single mode operation 

To ensure that the whole instrument detects only one optical mode, 

the dimensions of the corrugated waveguide section were chosen to pass 

only the E1E mode. To give as wide a bandwidth as possible, the section 

was designed to operate on the line marked on the dispersion graph 

(Fig. I. 1) which corresponds to a/b - 0.58 where a is the open guide 

radius and b is the open guide radius plus the slot depth. The form of the 

disperion graph is discussed in Appendix I. The different modes should 

cut on and off at the following frequencies: 
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Mode Type k0 a Frequency/Giz 

az 11* Cut-on 1.8 80 

HE Cut-on 2.2 100 
11 

Es 
12 

Cut-on 4.1 185 

HE 11 
Cut-off 5-7 225 - 320 

*The EH11 suffers a high frequency cut-off as the corrugated horn 

tapers up, and therefore does not affect the antenna operation. 

Thus the horn should be RE11 single moded over the CBS frequency 

band of interest. Because the modes in the corrugated waveguide section 

suffer from high frequency cut-off, the section acts as a bandpass filter 

and ensures that the sensitive detectors do not become overloaded by 

sources of microwave and IR outside the band of interest. A bandpass 

measurement was taken using a MP interferometer, which was kindly 

provided by Mr. E. Puplett (Fig. 7f). Possible mode cut-on's and cut- 

offs are assigned. 

7.6 Horn/lens performance 

Measurements have been made of the far-field antenna performance of the 

"back-to-back" horn/lens combination over a range of frequencies .A 

tunable source, belonging to the NPL, supplied power to one end of the 

"back-to-back" horn. A transmitted beam was launched from the other 

end and passed through the correctly positioned lens into free apace. 

Linear scans were taken at a distance of 4.15 m in both E and H 

planes at 130.4,142.9,150.5 and 158.8 (Hz. Examples are given in 

Figures 7g and h. The deviation of the antenna boresight between 130.4 and 

158.8 caz proved to be less than 0.3 degrees. The half widths of the beams 

at the 1/e power level were as follows: 

I am grateful to Mr. D. Adamson for making these measurements 
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Frequency/GHz Vertical/Degrees Horizontal/Degrees 

130.4 1.74 1.66 

142.9 1.63 1.72 

150.5 1.82 2.02 

158.8 1.74 1.63 

These results show that the beam is well behaved, has no large 

sidelobes, and provides the antenna performance required by CBS. Although 

the E and a plane patterns do not differ by more than 10% (considerably 

less than a TE11 fundamental moded circular horn) they are not equal at the 

higher frequencies measured. This indicates that small amounts of higher 

order modes are being excited. The presence of these modes ensures that the 

expected tightening of the beamwidth at higher frequencies does not 

occur. 

7.7 Reflections from the CBS antennas 

Reflections from the horn back into the fundamental Gaussian beam-. mode 

could cause a systematic error in the background temperature measured. The 

3He 
cooled bolometer is held at a fixed temperature, much lower than the 

background or the rest of the radiometer. As such it can be considered to 

act as a source of radiation. Any fundamental Gaussian beam-mode com- 

ponent of this radiation will pass through the 1W interferometer and 

out through the optical system into space causing no harm if no reflection 

occurs back into the fundamental mode at the horn. However, if reflection 

occurs at the horn back into the fundamental mode, this radiation will pass 

back through the 14P interferometer and will be detected by the bolometer. 

This will cause a systematic error in the temperature measured. It is in 

principle possible to allow for the effect by measuring it. This is not 

as difficult as might at first be supposed since the error signal 
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will have passed twice through the IMP interferometer, and so be 

distinguishable from a background signal. If the effect has to 

corrected however, the experiment ceases to be a truly null experiment. 

It is important therefore to be able to measure the reflection at the horn 

back into the fundamental Gaussian beam mode. To achieve centikelvin 

precision, the experiment requires that the reflection back into the 

fundamental mode be less than 2% of the incident power. 

A null reflectometer circuit was built up using 50 mit split cubes 

designed to work at 115 - 130 CRz. The results for the CBS IB horn at 

130 CHz indicated that 8, the null reflection angle, was between 19 and 13 

degrees. This indicates that the reflectivity back into the fundamental 

mode was between 0.4% and 1% at 130 GHz, which is acceptable and somewhat 

lower than expected. To develop a theoretical treatment of reflection 

from a corrugated horn and wave-guide is difficult. We have formulated 

a theory for a smooth-walled horn of similar dimensions and find that 

reflections as low as those measured with the CBS corrugated horn should 

be realisable. (This theory is presented in Appendix II). 

It was also possible to estimate the transmission of the horn by 

placing a metal plate reflector hard up against one and of the horn and 

measuring the reflectivity of the horn to a Gaussian beam-node entering the 

other end. Measurements of the null reflection angle gave a typical value 

for the IB horn of 70 degrees at 130 CHz. This converts to a single pas- 

sage loss of 10%. However, more direct methods indicate that the loss is 

less than this. The power transmitted from an IIGAT! ' driven corrugated 

source horn juxtaposed with an identical horn feeding a power meter was 

recorded. The IIPATT operated at 115 Coz. The IB 'back-to-back' horn was 

inserted, and the power drop was measured to be 3%. This result must also 

be treated with caution, as resonance and pulling effects could reduce the 

observed loss. However, because CBS is a null experiment, lose in the 

corrugated horn will only reduce the sensitivity of the instrument rather 

_ .. h. ni ý. 6ýA» 
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than introduce any systematic errors. Loge therefore only increases the 

integration time required to reach any given level of accuracy. 

7.8 Conclusion 

The 'back-to-back' corrugated horn provides the desired beamforming 

for the CBS antenna. The sidelobes of the beam generated by the horn have 

been measured to be below -20 dB over the band of interest. Reflections 

from the horn back into the fundamental Gaussian ixeam-mode, which could 

cause a systematic distortion, are sufficiently low at 1% or less not to 

be a problem. 

The antenna has been incorporated in the CBS system which is to be 

used in the ballon-borne measurement in September 1985. 



  

CFDIPTER 8 

TEE QUASI-OPTICAL DESIGN OF A 115 GBz RECEIVER USING 
A NOVEL SSB FILTER 

8.1 Introduction 

The second major purpose to which the work described in this thesis 

has been put is the design and testing of a quasi-optical front-end for 

an all-solid-state 115 GRz receiver suitable for unattended (possibly 

balloon-borne) operation including a novel single sideband filter. 

High performance am-wave superheterodyne receivers often employ 

vacuum tube local oscillator (LO) sources with associated bulky high 

voltage power supplies and water cooling. This tends to restrict their 

use in astronomy to ground-based attended operation. Recent advances 

in the design of solid state sources, such as MATT and GUNN diodes, 

as well as doublers and triplers using Schottky diodes, have opened 

the possibility of making much lighter receivers requiring only low 

voltage power supplies. 

Unfortunately solid state sources tend to be of low power, noisy and 
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susceptible to 'pulling' - their frequency changes if their output power 

is returned to them. The quasi-optical approach outlined in the 

previous chapters has been used to overcome these problems. Loos between 

the LO source and mixer was kept low through efficient optical coupling. 

A quasi-optical isolator reduced reflections from the mixer back into 

the Lo source and a quasi-optical diplexer overlaid the LO and signal 

beams providing LO noise rejection at the signal frequency. 

Basic superheterodyne receivers detect signals on both their upper and 

lower sidebands, above and below their IA frequency. In some radiometric 

measurements, double sideband (DSB) operation is satisfactory. Bowever 

in many applications (e. g. molecular-line observations in radio astronomy) 

signal8 from only one sideband must be detected - the other sideband must 
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be rejected. Dichroic plate filters are quite attenuating (2 dB being 

typical) and are untunable. The receiver described in this chapter uses a 

novel arrangement to provide tunable low-lose sideband rejection. 

8.2 The 115 C! z superheterodyne receiver 

A block diagram of the receiver is shown in Fig. Ga. Linearly 

polarized signals first passes through the single-sideband filter. 

Signal and LO are then overlayed in the quasi-optical diplexer and are 

coupled into a waveguide-mounted mixer by a corrugated horn. The W is 

generated in a waveguide-mounted oscillator and passes through the quasi- 

optical isolator before reaching the diplexer. 

The signal and LO overlayed by the diplexer is then received by a 

corrugated horn and fed into the waveguide-mounted mixer, designed by 

Dr. Nigel Cronin, as a piece of stripline mounted in the waveguide couples 

the power onto a planar Schottky diode. The position of the mixer back- 

short and the bias current through the diode can be adjusted to optimise 

the sensitivity of the mixer. Down-converted signal is removed via an RF 

choke. The signal is bandpasa filtered and amplified at an IF frequency 

of 3.8 GHz over a 100 KAz band. 

The output of the receiver can be displayed on a spectrum analyser, 

whose ouput can be recorded by an auto-ranging digital filter bank. The 

signal can also be video-detected by a diode and a power meter used to 

average the received signal over the 100 ljiz band. 

8.3 Quasi-Optical systems 

The receiver's horns, lenses, grids and ferrite rotator were designed 

and made using principles outlined in Chapter 2,3 and 4. There are two 

Martin-puplett (NP) interferometers in the circuit: One overlays signal 

and LO, the othe acts as the SSB filter. In each, a polarizing grid splits 

and input beam into two orthogonally polarized beams. One of the beams 
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suffers a longer path than the other before they are recombined by another 

grid. The phase delay between the two beams determines the polarization 

state of the recombined beam which itself can be resolved into orthogonally 

polarized beams with the use of another grid. In the simpler came of the 

SSB filter the HP interferometer acts as a frequency selective polarizing 

switch by rotating the plane of polarization of one sideband by 90 degrees 

while leaving the signals of the other sideband unaffected. As the basic 

receiver only detects one polarization, this frequency selective rotation 

has the effect of excluding one sideband. This method of filtering is 

tunable (by altering the optical pathlength in the interferometer) and, 

if well designed, has low loss. 

The diplexer acts in the same way by overlaying orthogonally polarized 

LO and signal beams. Because the input beams differ in frequency, they 

suffer different phase delays. The path difference can be adjusted to allow 

the LO beam's plane of polarization to be rotated by 90 degrees, while the 

signal beam remains unaffected. Thus the LO and signal beams, which are 

originally orthogonally polarized can enter the detector horn with the 

same polarization. Noise from the Lo source at the signal frequency is 

rejected into the orthogonal polarization by a grid and absorbed by 

Eccosorb. This diplexer ideally wastes no signal nor LO power. 

The optical circuit was built using split-cubes designed using the 

following parameters: 

D- 3WLe 

a- 3/2D 

where Wlens is the beamwaist size in the lens, D the lone diauaster and 

O the cube size. The receiver was designed to have an optimum performance 

at 115 GHz with an LO source operating at 111 GEiz. A an value of the 
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wavelength of 2.65 mm was adopted. To ensure no extra lenses were included 

in the two arms of the NP diplexer and filter a lens separation of 4 U(N-4) 

was adopted. Equations 5.2,5.3 and 5.4 indicated that the cube size 

should be 68.35 mm. A cube size of 70 mm was chosen. The path difference 

between the channels required by the diplexer, to overlay a signal and LO 

with an IF separation of 3.8 (! z, needed a movable mirror displacement of 

21 mm. The 1R single sideband filter required half this displacement. 

8.4 Receiver performance measurements. 

Measurements were made of the loss between LO source and mixer, 

isolator performance and single sideband filter loss and rejection. 

Unfortunately test signal sources were not available at the designed 

frequency of 110 - 115 GHz. Measurements were therefore taken using an 

IWATP operating at 98 GHz as a source. The size of lenses had been 

designed to have a diameter of 3 times the lens beamwaist size at the 

design frequency, just large enough not to truncate the beams signifi- 

cantly. The 10% increase in wavelength increased the lens beamwaist size 

sufficiently to make truncation significant. Measurements at 98 GRZ 

therefore provide an upper limit to losses. 

A circuit was developed to measure LO chain losses and isolator 

performance. IA from the 98 G8z IIMPAZT passed through a waveguide 

isolator, attenuator and 10 dB coupler before entering the source horn. 

The 10 dB coupler was calibrated and then used to measure the power at the 

LO source horn flange. 

The LO chain consisted of a corrugated feed horn set with its polari- 

zation axis at 45° which generated a diagonally polarized beam. This beam 

was picked by the first lens and then passed through a grid net at 450. 

The first lens formed a waist at the matched ferrite rotator. The 

polarization axis was rotated through 45 degrees by the ferrite and a 
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second lens picked up the beam, now horizontally polarized, and reflected 

it off a vertical grid. It then passed through a third lens and into the 

Martin-Puplett diplexer. The IA finally passed through a fourth lens into 

the detector horn and power meter. 

The loss through the IA chain was measured to be 5.0 ! o. 1 dB. The 

ferrite rotator was reversed and the loss in the chain rose to 25 dB 

indicating that isolation of about 20 dB was provided by the isolator. 

When the ferrite rotator and diagonal grid were removed, and the source 

horn rotated to generate a horizontally polarized beam, the LO chain 

loss dropped to 3.5 dB, indicating that the ferrite rotator lose was 

1.5 dB. 

The performance of the Martin-Puplett single sideband filter (SSB) 

was measured radiometrically. The receiver was operated using the 98 GHz 

fWAZT as the IA source in the configuration outlined above. The loss of 

the filter was measured as follows: first a piece of Eccosorb ms--wave 

absorber at room temperature, acting as a warm load, was inserted into the 

input beam before the filter and the receiver output zeroed. The room 

temperature Eccosorb was then replaced by a similar piece of Eccosorb 

soaked in liquid nitrogen - this acted as a black body at 77 K. The change 

in output from the receiver, in dB, was recorded. (This value is known as 

the Y factor. ) The procedure was then repeated, but with the Eccosorb 

loads placed in front of the SSB filter, and the change in output again 

measured. The loss in the SSB filter including a lens, given by the reduc- 

tion in signal detected, proved to be only 0.4 dB, a quite satisfactory 

result*. 

The rejection of the !P SSB filter was measured using a tunable 102 - 

ll0 GHz DWATP as a source. (The tunable DIPATP was very noisy and there- 

fore could not be used as an LO source. ) It could be tuned to give en 

*AB the NP SSB filter is a polarization dependent device and the 
receiver only detects a single plane of polarization, the device has no 
filtering effect upon unpolarized signals, such a. s blackbody radiation. 
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output signal 3.8 GEiz (the IF frequency) above the 98 GHs ID frequency. 

This line was observed using the receiver coupled to an HP spectrum 

analyser. The rejection provided by the SSB filter was determined by 

adjusting the moving mirror position to give the maximum line signal and 

then increasing the mirror's offset by a quarter wavelength to measure the 

drop in the line strength on the HP analyser. The rejection proved to be 

just over 20 dB. 

The 1P SSB filter is a frequency-dependent device and therefore must 

be correctly adjusted for each new operating frequency: if the IA 

frequency is changed the position of the moving mirror of the filter must 

also be adjusted. 

A method for making this adjustment was devised which used the standard 

type of SSB filter -a dichroic plate formed by drilling, in close pack 

formation, a large number of holes in a thin metal plate. Each hole acts 

as a circular waveguide, transmitting incident power arriving on one side 

of the plate to the other side. The hole diameter is chosen so that the 

lower sideband is just below the circular waveguide cutoff frequency and 

the upper sideband is just above the cutoff frequency. The plate acts as 

a band pass filter. SSB filters of this form are quite easy to make using 

an NC milling machine which can be programmed to produce the large number 

of holes required automatically. 

The HP SSB filter can be set up in the following way. A dichroic 

filter, with a cut-on close to the Lo frequency, is placed at the input to 

the 1P SSB filter and a broadband source, such as a liquid nitrogen 

saturated piece of Eccosorb placed in front of it. The adjustable mirror 

of the PP SSB filter is then moved to give the maximum output from the 

receiver. The receiver is then set for upper sideband operation. If 

lower sideband operation is required, the procedure is the same, but 

minimum signal output is looked for. 
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8.5 Conclusion 

A 115 GHz receiver in which the quasi-optical techniques developed in 

this thesis were used to give low signal throughput loss, adjustable 386 

filtering and LO isolation has been built. The performance of the quasi- 

optical components is good and the receiver is to be used in atmospheric 

and astronomical studies, making use of the receiver's all solid state 

operation. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

The quasi-optical circuit approach to the design of millimetre-wave 

systems, developed in this thesis, has proved to be a practical method for 

the construction of high bandwidth, low loss millimetre wave instruments. 

Gaussian beam-mode analysis has been the main analytical tool used in 

this work. The maximum throw notion of propagating Gaussian beam-modes 

defines the minimum size of quasi-optical circuits, and leads directly to 

the split cube building block method of accurately positioning components. 

corrugated feed horns are near-ideal Gaussian beam-mode launchers and their 

operation can be understood using Gaussian beam-mode analysis. Wire 

polarizing grids split and re-combine propagating beams and act as signal 

processing elements. Networks constructed with such grids can be analysed 

using Jones matrices. An example of this approach has been demonstrated in 

chapter 6 where Jones matices have been applied to the operation of the 

null reflectoaeter. 

Isolators, used to suppress reflections in circuits, are all the more 

necessary in millimetre-wave quasi-optical systems with very high through- 

put and solid state sources subject to 'pulling'. Quasi-optical isolators, 

described in chapter 4, using hard ferrite Faraday rotators, which do not 

require bulky driving magnets, look promising and have a performance equal 

to that obtained at lower frequencies by waveguide isolators. 

The performance of all of these devices, although capable of improve- 

ment and reduction in manufacturing cost, do not limit the performance of 

circuits. The current constraint is provided by reflections back into the 

fundamental Gaussian beam-ode from lens surfaces. These cause standing 

waves in and between lenses which distort measurements. The various 

techniques for reducing the problem - tuning the thickness of the lenses, 

blooming the surface or blazing the surface by cutting circular grooves 
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into it, and construction of lenses using low refractive index material, 

have some effect, but no technique is yet completely satisfactory. The 

problem is mainly a practical one of finding suitable materials and 

processes, although there are some theoretical questions concerning the 

application of Fermat's principle over surfaces whose radius of curvature 

is of the order of a wavelength or less. Work is continuing in this area. 

Man's desire to understand and modify the world about him has led him 

to use all parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. The millimetre region 

has applications to many fields ranging from cosmology and nuclear fusion 

to communications and remote sensing of weather from space. Quasi-optical 

techniques will no doubt play their part in this growing area of interest. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE DISPERSION OF )ODES IN CORRUGATED GUIDE 

The conditions for which modes in corrugated guide will propagate 

are of importance in the design of wavequide-fed horns (Chapter 2) and 

single mode back-to-back horns (Chapter 7). 

For m-1 modes (i. e. HE 1, n 
or EH1, 

n) 
the dispersion equation is (see 

Chapter 2) : 

Jl (kca) (A' )2Jl(kca) (kca) 
2 

z0 
kc 

11 (k 
ca) 

kcaJ 
1(k ca) 

0a slot 

J1(kca)Y1(k0b) - J1(k0b)YI(k0a ) 

where Blot ' Zo 
it 1(kca)Y1(k0b) - J1(k0b)Yi( oa ) 

y, the TE to TM amplitude ratio, is given by 

A'J1(kca) 

kca J'(kca) 

(I. 1) 

(I. 2) 

(FE modes are distinguished from EH modes by the fact that y is positive 

rather than negative. ) 

The dispersion relations (Plots of pa against koa) for modes in 

corrugated guide would be complex enough if Xslot was fixed. However 

the fact that Xslot does depend upon kca makes the intuitive 

understanding of (I. 1) very difficult. To reduced the complexity 

we look at points on the dispersion curves where special conditions 

prevail. The conditions we are interested in are the cut-off conditions 

when p=0 or 0, the balanced hybrid condition when y-*1 and the 

fast to slow wave transition where 0' = 1. Fig. I. 1, taken from 

Fig. 2 of [I. 1] gives in part (d) the parametric dependence of these 

special points as well as dispersion curves for three values of b/a. 
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Propagation characteristics for corrugated waveguide. 

a-c. Dispersion diagrams for corrugated waveguide. 
. All 

a. a/b = 0.9 b. a/b = 0.63 c. a/b = 0.4 

C1_ Parametric dependence of special points. 

points 1 and 2 represent cutoff for modes with EZ =0 and HZ = 0, 

respectively, at ß=0. 
2Z 

points 3 and 4 represent condition ß =ß/ko =1, Xslot = 
oa" 

point 5 represents balanced hybrid or "open-circuit" boundary con- 
dition Xslot O°' 

point 6 represents short-circuit boundary condition Xslot = 0. 

Fig. I. I 



Low frequency cut-off conditions 

There are two low frequency cut-off conditions which occur when 

p=0 and kca-k0a 

The first is that J1(kob) - 0. Then, as Ji (koa) ;'0, the dispersion 

equation reduces to: 

J'l(kca) (kca)l J'I(ka) 
kca 

JI(kc a) k0a J1(kca) 

which in true as kca - koa. 

Lines (2) of Pig. 1.1 correspond to J1(kob) -0 and lines (5) are 

for Xglot - 0. Consider a point on Line (2) and suppose it is 

moved a little to the right (put ka - ka + 6). If the point 
oo 

. 7o1(kca) 
is below Line 5, the Xslot `0 (see Fig. (1.2). Thus will be 

J1(ka ) 
+ve and y, the TE to TM ratio must be -ve. 

The EH mode is therefore starting to propagate. Above Line (5) the 

reverse is true and it is an HE mode which is cut-on. 

The second low frequency cut-off condition is slightly harder to 

understand. Suppose Ji (k 
0 

a) equals 0. 

be some 0', however small, such that 

Then as 0'- 0, there must 
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e2 i (k a) - (ka) 
2 Zo 

k0 a J, 
l(kca) koa ilot 

J1(kca ) 
if slot ` 0, will be +ve and an EH mode will be cut on. 

Ji (kca ) 

converse also applies. Lines (1) correspond to this condition. 

Y one has cut-off's of the form (Fig. I. 2) 

ý; 'I 
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ýy 

"A 
/_ o 

ko a 
This analysis will also apply for mý1. 

Balanced Hybrid conditions (y -t1 

Substituting (1.2) into (1.1) gives 

ýý. rý. 

1- 
[kcal, 

z0 
(1.4) 

l YJ k0 a Xslot 

Thus the condition for y to be *1 is that X81ot - CO (Lines (5)). 

This condition is required at the aperture of radiating horns to 

ensure that the radiation pattern of the X11 mode as axially symnetric. 

The slow to fast wave transition (p'- 1) 

It is well known that 

Jn(x) in E 
(-1)r (X/2)n+2r 

(1.5) 
r-0 ri ! '(n+r+1 ) 

3 
so J1(x) -x_x....... 0 (I. 6 ) 

2 16 

and Ji (x) 1_ 3x ....... (I. 7 ) 
2 16 
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Thus 
J1(x) 

Lim 
x-O Jl(x ) 

me z`1 
8Z 

l( 
1+ 382 

J 

2 
,ýx{1+4... 

l 

3 
x 

2 16 

1_ 3x 

2 16 

(I. 8) 

Using this result and substituting p' -1 into equation (1.1) we have 

(1)2 kca 
r1+ (_) 

(koa) Z Zo ka 
14s_. 

kca 1+( a)211 
_1 

koa 

4 

Xs lot kca 1 
(1.9) 

1.9 is satisfied if: 

2Z 
o Xslot 

ka 
0 

(Lines (3) and (4)) 

High frequency cut-off (13 - cc ) 

When p' >1a mode becomes a surface wave and the field is concentrated 

at the surface of the guide, where it suffers ohmic losses and decays. 

gowever the high frequency cut-off occurs when p-w and ka 
c 

Returning to the main dispersion equation (1.1) we have 

the *-lot .* 
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19 (kca) (13')2 2j (k (kcal) Zo 

c "11(kca) 
kca J1 (kca) koa Xalot 

J (k a) 
It can be shown that Lim c- 

-i 
kca - i» JI(kca ) 

So the dispersion equation becomes 

kca 12, 

koa (kca) z0 
2 

ka -i - _- 
kca 0a slot 

Xslot 

for kca - im. 

Thus 
s lot 

Z 
kca 1 

0 k0 aii-1 [(kca)21 

(I. l bis) 

is the high frequency cut-off condition (Linea (5)). 

The form of the dispersion curves 

The group velocity of any wave must not exceed the speed of light. 

Then as w=c 
so 

ap 
>1 and 

a" r) 1" 
k0 ako 8ko r 

Thus a curve on the dispersion graph that has a gradient of less than 1 is 

not allowed. This argument insures that there exists only one values of 

koa, for each mode, which gives p' - 1. Consider the case of a piece of 

corrugated guide excited by a variable frequency source. It can be shown 

that, if koa > 2.5, Xalot - tan k0d where d is the depth of the slots. 

As the frequency is increased the reduced depth of the slots increases 

and the slot impedance Xslot changest 
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For each mode, the dispersion curve must start at p-0. There are 

two ways in which p' can change: 

If Xglot `zo at cut-on then the p' will move: 
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An example of this is the EH11 dispersion curve for a/b - 0.9 

(Fig. 1.1 a). This ensures that the EH1l mode which has a lower cut-off 

frequency than the X11 mode, is not present at the aperture of corrugated 

horns as its high frequency cut-off is reached before the guide has tapered 

up to the aperture. 
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the condition y11, p" < 1s 

p' 0<11 ao 
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This argument shows that each mode has either one, or a maximum of 

two p' values when Zslot M °D and that there are propagating 

EE and EH modes for koa when Zslot m if 

Z 
slot '0 when the modes are cut-on. 

2ka 
0 

Conclusion 

The dispersion curves of corrugated guide are complex but their 

comprehension can be aided by an examination of the parametric 

dependence of special points. By an examination of where modes 

suffer low and high frequency cut-off it can be shown that the 

shaded area in Fig. I. 1 d is HE 11 single moded. Dimensions of the 

transition sections of corrugated horns (Chapter 2) are chosen to 

place operation in the shaded area to ensure that no other modes are 

excited. As the guide is tapered up the slot depth is reduced to give 

the required balance hybrid conditions at the aperture. The waveguide 

at the centre of the back-to-back horn described in Chapter 7 operates 

on the line marked 7D000= in Pig. I. 1 d. This position was chosen to 

give a wide single-mode bandwidth. 
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APPENDIX II 

REFLECTIONS FROM A TAPERED 3L'DOTH WAVEGUIDE 

The differential reflection coefficient back into the name mode of 

a tapered waveguide is [II. l] 

d. sZ+ 
dZ -Zz 

dZ 1 
d(ln Z) (II. l) 

Z+dZ+ Z2Z2 

where Z is the impedance of the guide. 

At the input to the taper, of length 1, the contribution to the reflection 

will be 

-i2I 
[ß(zI 

)dz' 
11 

d(Ln Z) dr -eJ_ dz 
2 dz 

where L; is the forward wave-vector in the guide. The factor 2 comes 

from the double path taken by the reflected wave. The reflection 

from the guide is 

1 
z 

r-e -iz 
[ Iß(Z')dz' 1_1 

d(Ln z) dz . (11.3) 
°z dz J0 

_11 
dZ 

Put k the fundamental mode reflection coefficient. 
2Z dz n. -n' 

The impedance of a rectangular guide of major axis a and minor axis b 

for the fundamental TE0l mode is given by: 

b 
1/2 

121-1/2, 
ZýTE0l IT2 µý 

8a9o koa 

where ko is the free space wavenumber. Then 
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rn 21/2 Z -1.5 
01 -1 I1 

__11_2-2 
da 

I. 
n, -n 2 koa 2 koa kö a3 dz 

(II. 5 ) 

which reduces to 

-1 
TEOl 0-1G 

k 
n, -n 292 a2 a3 

a 
where G-d, the gradient of the taper. 

dz 

it has been assumed that b, the ratio of guide width to height, does not 
a 

vary along the taper. Consider the case of a circular smooth guide, of 

radius ro, excited in the fundamental TE11 mode. The cut-off occurs when 

kcro = 1.8412 instead of kca - rr for the TE11 mode. Thus it is reasonable 

to expect that substituting 
1.8412 

r for a should give the fundamental 
no 

mode reflection coefficient for circular guide as 

TEI1 1ö (1.8412 a)211 (1.8412)3 G 

n, -n 2 
Ir ý2a2 ý3a3 

Note that G here refers to the radius of the guide. 

Equations (II. 3) and (II. 7) have been programmed into a computer and 

used to predict reflection from a smooth horn transition of the 

same form as the CBs IB antenna. The results are presented 

as a function of frequency in rig. II a. They indicate that at a frequency 

of 130 GHz a smooth CBS waveguide taper would reflect 2% and at higher 

frequencies less than 2% back into the fundamental Gaussian beam-mode. 

These calculations are for smooth rather than corrugated horns and can only 

provide a guide to the actual reflectivity of the CBS corrugated taper 

which was thought too complex to calculate analytically. 
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